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Spec the Leader in Pulse Start
Venture’s Uni-Form pulse start metal halide lighting lamp and ballast systems:
• Continuous operation, no shut-off required
• 25% more mean lumens on average than
competitive pulse start products
• UV Shield® technology blocks nearly all
The
• Maximum light output
ultraviolet light reducing UV
damage to merchandise and signage
• Longer lamp life with improved lumen
maintenance
• Less breakage during shipping thanks to
Advantage
stronger
weldless
• Hot restart in less than half the time of
mount construction
traditional metal halide systems
48000
Lumens
and 50% faster warm-up
• Double your warranty on lamp/ballast
systems with the “One Call”
40000
• Exclusive formed body arc tube with
Lumens
limited
warranty
“tipless” design is shaped
35000
Lumens
to follow the curve of the arc stream
29000
Lumens
26000
• Shrouded open fixture protection Lumens
25000
Lumens
Meets NEC requirements and ANSI
3000
223000
Lumens
20000
criteria for open fixture use
Lumens

80000
Lumens

®

Mean

Lumen

125W

150W

175W

200W

250W

47

LPW

300W

73LPW

320W

350W

400W

TRADITIONAL 1000 Watt

43

LPW

72LPW

13700
Lumens
TRADITIONAL

9100
Lumens

TRADITIONAL

10500
Lumens

TRADITIONAL

8400
Lumens

16800
Lumens

14000
Lumens

71000
71000
Lumens

51

LPW

450W

575W

80LPW

66

LPW

875W

86LPW

LPW= Mean Lumens Per System Watt
Note: All Uni-Form pulse start wattages are tested on Opti-Wave
ballasts. All standard systems are tested on CWA ballasts

To know more about Venture® products please contact
venture@standardpro.com or 800-361-6965
and ask about this Venture advertisement
© 2006 Venture Lighting International. Venture, Uni-Form and UV Shield are registered trademarks of Venture Lighting International Standard Products are a trademark of Standard Products
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From the editor ▼

Saying good-bye to a new friend
L

ast month I returned from a business trip out West to find this email waiting in my Inbox:

To: acapkun@clbmedia.ca
Subject: Nes Romaniuk
Sent: 5/30/2006 6:18 PM
Anthony, It's with great sadness that I
have to inform you of Nes' passing on
Sunday afternoon. He had just returned
from a European holiday and died of
natural causes at home...
... The article that was
written by you... is
treasured by the family
because Nes deserved
all the praise he ever
received and was very
humble regardless of
Nes Romaniuk
his achievements.

The e-mail was sent by Robert and
David Romaniuk, his sons, and it rattled me. Nes was the owner of British
Columbia’s Elworthy Electrical and,
as of February of just this year, a member of Electrical Business’ new edito-

rial advisory board.
The article to which his sons refer
is the “Meet the Players” profile I wrote
for our February 2006 issue. I still
smile when I think back to the interview I conducted with Nes, which
seems like just yesterday. It’s not every
day that you come across someone with
as varied a life experience as Nes and
actually willing to tell you about it.
More than anything else, I remember his candor and humour when
speaking with me during the interview. This same attitude he conveyed
into all his dealings with others,
including the Electrical Contractors
Association of British Columbia
(ECABC), which voted him—
deservedly—into its Hall of Fame.
I met Nes last year in Jasper at a
conference. He and I were seated at the
same table during the awards ceremony,
and though he had never seen me before
(it was my first CECA conference), he
instantly started up a conversation with
me. Nes was like that... he truly took to
heart the old adage: There are no strangers

240 Edward Street, Aurora, ON L4G 3S9
Tel: 905-727-0077 Fax: 905-727-0017

here, only friends we have not met.
We met again at the BCEA Electrical
Showcase in Vancouver last fall, and I
knew that fate had determined we get
to know one another better. I learned
that, besides his family, Nes was also
devoted to the electrical industry,
which he admits has been good to
him. This is why he established the
British Columbia Electrical Heritage
Society; representing both it and its
artifacts at various trade shows.
He regularly received visitors at his
shop, always making time to hang
out with family and friends. In fact,
when we spoke last November, he
told me he was leaving for California
to visit a daughter down there, but
that he would “definitely be back for
the Grey Cup.”
His sons are correct in saying that
all who knew Nes will miss him.
Though I knew him only a short
time, I am thankful for the time and
the conversations we shared, and our
thoughts and prayers are with his
family and friends.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
Building permits, April 2006
(StatsCan, The Daily)
Construction intentions in both the residential and non-residential sectors cooled off in
April after hitting their second highest total
on record the month before. Builders took
out $5 billion in permits, down 10.6% from
March. It was the lowest level for permits
since November 2005 and 1.5% below the
average monthly level for last year as a whole.
In the housing sector, municipalities issued
$3.2 billion in permits, down 5.7% from March,
the result of declines in both single- and
multi-family components. This level was on
par with the average monthly level in 2005,
which was a record year for the housing sector.
In the non-residential sector, builders took
out $1.8 billion in permits in April, down
18.4% compared with March. This decline
followed two strong gains in February and
March. The retreat was fuelled primarily by
a large decline in institutional permits and,
to a lesser extent, by a decrease in the commercial component.
However, both housing and non-residential sectors remained healthy. The value of
housing permits has been on an upward trend
since the start of 2005, thanks to the
extremely strong market in Western Canada.
Similarly, but to a lesser extent, the non-residential sector has also been on an upward
trend since November 2005.
Regionally, the census metropolitan areas of
Calgary, Edmonton and Vancouver recorded
the largest advances in cumulative figures
for the first four months of 2006 in com-
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parison with the same period last year. The
housing market was the main driving force
in all three centres.
Except for Abbotsford, every metropolitan
area west of Ontario showed advances in their
cumulative figures compared with 2005. In
contrast, the largest decline occurred in
Toronto due to a significant decrease in
non-residential permits.

Demand cools for single-/multi-family dwellings
The value of permits for single-family dwellings
declined 4% to $2.1 billion in April, the third
consecutive monthly decrease. Despite these
retreats, the level in April remained 1.1% higher than the average monthly level in 2005. After
two monthly increases, the value of multi-family permits retreated 8.7% to $1.1 billion.
Municipal authorities approved construction
of 9523 new single-family dwellings in April,
down 5.5% from March. The number of these
approvals has declined in each of the last four
months. They also authorized 8750 multi-family units, down 10.3%. This component has
been on a downward trend since June 2005.
Despite the slight slowdown in the feverish
demand for new housing, the overall results
remained positive. The residential sector continued to benefit from advantageous mortgage
rates, strong full-time employment and the
healthy economy in Western Canada.
The decline in housing permits in April
came largely from British Columbia (-15.9%)
and Alberta (-13.6%). Both declines occurred
on the heels of substantial values of residential
permits issued in March, and each province

recorded marked declines in both singleand multi-family components.
In contrast, Ontario recorded a 6.4% increase,
its first monthly gain this year. Strong increases in the value of single- and multi-family permits were the main factor.

Large drop in commercial, institutional permits
Large retreats in the value of institutional
and commercial permits more than offset an
increase in industrial permits in April. After
an impressive 49.3% jump in March,
intentions in the institutional sector incurred
the largest decline, tumbling 45.6% to
$411 million. The biggest factor was a major
decline in the hospital category.
Gains in the educational and the religion
building categories failed to offset declines in
hospitals. Provincially, Alberta and Ontario
reported the largest declines (in dollars), following a robust performance in both
provinces in March.
The value of permits in the commercial sector fell 7.5% to $1 billion, halting two consecutive monthly increases. The lower demand
for permits associated with trade and services
buildings in six provinces precipitated this
decline. Despite these retreats, the level of commercial building permits in April remained 6%
higher than the average monthly level in 2005.
On the other hand, intentions in the
industrial sector increased 12.6% to $292
million following a 6.1% decline in March.
Demand for industrial permits in Ontario was
particularly strong, as construction intentions for manufacturing buildings soared.
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The non-residential sector continued to
be hit by mixed economic indicators, though
negative undertones have dominated lately.
Canadian corporate operating profits
declined 2.6% in the first quarter of 2006,
following five straight quarters of growth.
On the commercial side, wholesalers also
saw their profits slip in the first quarter.
On the industrial side, Statistics Canada's
most recent Business Conditions Survey
reported that manufacturers were expecting
tougher times ahead, anticipating lower levels of production and employment.
Provincially, the largest contributions to
the monthly decline (in dollars) in the nonresidential sector came from Alberta (-38.3%
to $302 million), Ontario (-12.6% to $750
million) and British Columbia (-30.1% to
$232 million). In contrast, New Brunswick
and Newfoundland and Labrador recorded
increases in all three components.
Non-residential permits were down in 13
of the 28 census metropolitan areas. The largest
decline (in dollars) occurred in Ottawa, where
all three components fell. In contrast, Kitchener
recorded the strongest increase, mainly as a
result of a strong gain in institutional permits.

Scott enjoined from selling
counterfeit Square D® products
Square D filed suit against Scott Electric Co.
of Greensburg, Penn., as well as a local retailer,
for selling counterfeit electrical product.
Specifically, the lawsuit asserts that Scott
participated in false advertising, product disparagement and trademark infringement
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INDUSTRY NEWS
with regard to QO® circuit breakers bearing Square
D trademarks and copying its designs.
Scott has since signed an Agreed Consent Order
for Permanent Injunctive and Other Relief to promptly
resolve the matter and prevent the sale of counterfeit
products. In the short term, the consent order requires
Scott to submit to immediate inspection of its entire
Square D inventory, including all allegedly counterfeit
QO circuit breakers described in the suit.
Through April 12, 2008, Scott has agreed to notify
Square D if it suspects that it is in possession of counterfeit Square D product and fully co-operate with a
Square D inspection. If Scott Electric complies with all
of the terms of the consent order, Square D will dismiss
its lawsuit against Scott Electric with prejudice.
In that vein, one of the more far-reaching terms of
the agreed consent order requires Scott Electric to
provide Square D with a list identifying all of its suppliers of Square D inventory for the past 36 months.

EGS Electrical Group Canada grand opening

Back in May, the management and staff of EGS
Electrical Group Canada Ltd. welcomed customers,
suppliers and local dignitaries to a grand opening celebration at their new Elmira, Ont., facility (which
was opened Fall 2005). Constructed to EGS specifications, the new building at 99 Union Street boasts
modern offices, a distribution centre and product
assembly operations.
“Since our move to Elmira, we have exceeded all
past records for assembly and shipping of our products,” said Mike Carroll, director of sales and marketing. “As a major supplier of electrical products for
both hazardous and non-hazardous applications, we
have enjoyed steadily increasing demand for our products
as the Canadian petroleum industry, and the construction industry in general, continue to expand. The
new plant has allowed us to improve our service and
increase our production levels.”
EGS Electrical Group Canada can trace its origins
back to the founding of the Appleton Electric Co. in
Chicago, Ill., in 1903. The Canadian operation began
in 1921 as Kondu Manufacturing Co., which was
acquired by Appleton Electric in the early 1970s. In
1997, Appleton joined with a number of other companies to form EGS Electrical Group Canada.
Grand opening celebrations included plant tours,
a ribbon-cutting ceremony, entertainment and
refreshments for invited guests.

•
•
•
•
•

Energy efficiency
Power quality
Security lighting
Universal design/child protection
Lighting controls
Build on the Possibilities provides
brochures and literature explaining each
of the product offerings, as well as merchandising aids, such as displays, easels
and wall talkers for showrooms and
model homes. The program also offers
Design Center training for builders and
their sales agents, as well as print advertising to build demand among homebuyers.

reduce property losses. For more information, visit www.fmglobal.com/catalog.

Sanyo Canada introduces
solar panel channel partner

DBI-SALA and Protecta expands
Capital Safety—home of the DBI-SALA
and Protecta brands—has moved to a new,
135,000-ft building that houses a high-tech
testing lab and modern training facility.
The move comes in response to significant
growth for Capital Safety, which acquired
Unique Concepts Ltd. (a fall protection
and confined space rescue equipment
manufacturer) and SINCO Netting.

FCI sells European and Asian interests
Stantec acquires Carinci Burt Rogers
Stantec has completed the acquisition of
electrical engineering consulting firm
Carinci Burt Rogers Engineering Inc. (CBR).
“The addition of CBR builds on our
growing presence in the GTA and their
impressive resume of electrical engineering projects bolsters our buildings engineering and design capabilities,” said company
president and CEO, Tony Franceschini.
CBR’s illumination experience spans all
categories of projects, including commercial, industrial, institutional, residential,
and recreational buildings and facilities.
“Joining Stantec gives us the ability to
tap into a wealth of expertise and technical resources,” said Fred Carinci, CBR
president. Carinci and Corrie Burt, CBR
chair, will both continue with Stantec.

FCI sold its European and Asian Electrical
Power Interconnect (EPI) activities to the
SICAME group. This agreement does not
include EPI activities in Japan or the
Americas, where FCI markets its products
under the recognized Burndy name. With
this divestiture, FCI reinforces its focus
on its strongest positions in terms of market share and growth potential, which
includes selective applications in the electrical distribution market.

Hoffman launches redesigned
Web presence

Property loss prevention
solutions available
Business property insurer FM Global has
released its new, computer network-compatible 2006 Resource Collection CD-ROM,
containing more than 350 property loss
prevention data sheets, the 2006
Approval Guide published by FM
Approvals and FM Global’s 2006 Property
Loss Prevention Resource Catalog.
The data is based on 170 years of research,
product testing and property loss analysis.
Additionally, the 2006 Approval Guide’s more
than 45,000 listings of loss prevention
products and services help product buyers
purchase those fire protection, electrical
and building equipment materials and
services that are FM Approved and best

Hoffman, a supplier of enclosures solutions,
has launched a redesigned website featuring
streamlined navigation, enhanced search
options and a new online product catalogue
to give visitors a more effective and userfriendly tool for obtaining information. Most
importantly, the improvements are based
on customer and sales channel research
and feedback, as well as analysis of popular B2B websites. Judge for yourself: visit
www.hoffmanonline.com.

Sanyo Canada announced a new channel
partnership in its Canadian solar panel
business with Solera Sustainable Energies
Co. of Toronto.
“The addition of the Sanyo brand to
our expanding solar energy line brings
tremendous value to our customers,” said
Solera’s CEO, Leonard Allen. “With this
distribution agreement, we can offer industry-leading solar technology that will play
an important role in the further development of the Canadian solar market.”
Sanyo has been involved with solar
panels since 1975, and has developed a
hybrid technology called the Heterojunction
with Intrinsic Thin Layer (HIT) solar
cell. HIT cells are manufactured with less
silicon, but achieve higher outputs, claims
Sanyo, and provide better performance at
high temperatures than conventional
solar cells. As outside temperatures rise,
HIT solar cells produce more electricity
(kWh) than conventional solar cells at the
same temperature. Sanyo solar panels
come pre-equipped with electricity-safe
junction boxes, lead wires and plug-andplay connectors for easy installation.

Leviton helps you “Build on the Possibilities”

Leviton Manufacturing Co.’s new Build on the
Possibilities program helps homebuilders market and
sell the company’s residential products and systems
that buyers increasingly perceive as necessities of
modern life. The program’s primary goal is to give
builders flexibility in customizing programs best suiting the needs of their customers while helping them
introduce new technologies into their homes.
Topics covered include:
• Structured cabling
• Multi-room audio, outdoor music
and home theatre
• Digital multimedia entertainment
INFO NO. 5
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Venture Lighting expands into second facility
Venture Lighting International (a division of Advanced
Lighting Technologies) is expanding into a new, second facility in Streetsboro, Ohio. Venture operations
moving into the building include sales and marketing, logistics, distribution, warehousing and the
Venture Lighting Institute. The company’s main
facility in Solon, Ohio, is being reconfigured. Some
manufacturing operations will move to India while new
product manufacturing, engineering and R&D—as
well as Advanced and Venture executive management—remain in Solon.

Luminoptics becomes Lumenergi
Schneider Edmonton rolls out next-gen switchboards
Schneider Electric’s Edmonton plant has shipped the first of
its next generation, SS12 and MS16 switchboards.
“Adding the switchboard product line to the Edmonton

plant’s existing product offering—such as motor control centres and enclosed starters—will greatly enhance our capability to serve our customers,” said Alan Dickinson, vice-president of customer satisfaction, quality and operations.

Luminoptics, a supplier of dimming electronic ballasts,
has changed its corporate name to Lumenergi, which—
says the company—reflects its expansion into a range
of intelligent lighting control and enabling technologies. Lumenergi is focusing its efforts on electrical
demand side management (DSM) and control strategies to improve consumers’ ability to match peak electrical
demand to electric grid capacity on a real-time basis.
“When buildings operate more efficiently, coupled
with real-time control in response to electrical peak
demand,” explains Bill Alling, company president and
CEO, “new benefits are created including: reducing
owner operating costs, rolling back greenhouse gas
emissions, providing a more secure and safe environment,
and reducing the need for imported carbon sources.”

Ideal Supply trade show a success

Ideal Industries was just one of the many exhibitors to
wheel and deal at Ideal Supply’s tradeshow.

Delivering Innovation, Service and Success
In 1994, when Eaton Corporation purchased the Westinghouse distribution
and control business unit (DCBU)
and merged it with its existing
Cutler-Hammer business, the
products, patents, and intellectual
resources of the two electrical giants
became one.
Today, Eaton Corporation’s Electrical business is the industry leader in

electrical distribution equipment and
services; and is the only authorized
service provider for Cutler-Hammer,
Westinghouse and Commander
products and systems.
We are committed to forming powerful
relationships with our customers, partnering with complementary businesses
to increase delivered solutions and providing a convenient path to all of our
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solutions through our Internet site.
When you need a leader who
delivers, call on Eaton’s Electrical
business.
www.EatonElectrical.ca
Toll Free 1-800-268-3578

Ideal Supply (Listowel, Ont.) carried out its 14th annual trade show, which highlighted its three divisions
and the many products and services they provide. The
show included over 100 vendors spread out over 160
booths, and attracted just under 1700 customers. Vendors
showcased the latest in truck hoists, industrial generators, home automation equipment and so on.
“The Ideal trade show is a selling show,” explained
vice-president of sales and marketing, John P.
MacDonald, adding that this was a banner year, with
a sales increase of 40% over two days. “This year also
marks Ideal’s 80th anniversary, so we initiated a
anniversary buck program that rewarded customers
on their purchases over the two days,” said
MacDonald, noting that Ideal gave over $70,000 in
premiums to customers with that program.

Eaton acquires Marina Power and Lighting
Eaton Corp. has acquired Marina Power and Lighting,
a manufacturer of marine-duty electrical distribution
products, such as dockside power pedestals, marine
power distribution substations and recreational vehicle (RV) park power outlets. Terms of the deal were
not disclosed. Marina is based in Williamsburg, Va.,
and had 2005 sales of $11 million USD.
“When combined with our existing power outlet
product line, Eaton will be able to offer customers a
solution for all of their power outlet and substation
applications,” said Randy Carson, Eaton senior vicepresident and president of the Electrical Group.
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P&S unveils ‘Xtreme’ marketing kits
Pass & Seymour/Legrand (P&S) developed an exclusive series
of marketing kits for distributors participating in its
Cornerstone promotions. The ‘Xtreme’ kits provide essential,
easy-to-implement promotional materials for maximizing sales.
Distributors committed to carrying P&S residential, com-

mercial, industrial or GFCI devices can be considered for
Cornerstone and its benefits. The kits themselves are part of
P&S’s new Growth Product Focus initiative, which is designed
to drive sales of products with the highest growth potentials.
P&S has identified 22 such products and is developing kits
for each one. Participants must commit to promoting at least
three of the 22 products targeted.
Each kit requires a minimum stocking order and includes
the following:
• Product samples with reference cards
• Posters to increase product visibility
• Pocket cards
• Promo CD
• Free premiums
Interested distributors should contact their P&S rep.

ogy, application, system design and commissioning. It
consists of three courses: EE101, Introduction to
Lighting Control; EE102, Switching Control; and
EE103, Fluorescent Dimming. (Advanced-level courses,
such as daylight harvesting, are in the works.) Each
course consists of learning modules that conclude
with an optional comprehension test.
“One of the biggest barriers to effective adoption
of lighting controls... has been a lack of knowledge
about proper selection, application, design and commissioning,” explained A.J. Glaser, president of both
LCA and HUNT Dimming. “Education Express
provides the most comprehensive, detailed education
experience about lighting controls and controllable
ballasts available on the Web.”

LCA publishes free online education series

Milwaukee introduces warranty
for all V™ batteries

The Lighting Controls Association (LCA), which is administered by the National Electrical Manufacturers Association
(NEMA), has published Education Express, a free online distance education program.
Located at www.aboutlightingcontrols.org, Express provides
information on lighting controls and controllable ballast technol-

Milwaukee Electric Tool Corp. announced a new limited warranty for all of its V technology lithium-ion
batteries, extending coverage for up to 2000 charge cycles
or five years from the date of purchase/first charge.
The new warranty can more than double the original
two-year, 1000-charge coverage period Milwaukee Li-ion
battery users previously enjoyed. Under the new warranty—which retroactively covers all Milwaukee V28
and V18 batteries (available in August 2006)—users
will receive an additional 1000 charges or three years
of coverage that is pro-rated against the amount of use.

Distributors post sales growth in Q1

It should. That’s what Southwire’s all about.
Designing products with you in mind.

Are you looking for products that save you time and money?
Look no further. Romex SIMpull TM pulls 50% faster, strips
easier, has reduced burn-thru and is tear resistant. That
translates to greater productivity, less fatigue, fewer callbacks
and re-pulling. Now with the convenient 150M Contractor size
Big BubbaTM, you can also reduce waste.
Want another solution, try the Reel EasyTM Reusable Spool.
Constructed of the toughest nylon in the industry, this
contractor durable spool designed to withstand abuse in the cold
Canadian climate eases the wire pulling process by
eliminating kinks.
Two innovative products, one convenient size.
Southwire Company offers products that offer solutions.

For additional information, visit www.southwire.com or call 888.770.5155.
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Widespread sales growth continued for electrical distributors in Q1 2006. According to the National
Association of Electrical Distributors’ (NAED’s) most
recent Quarterly Sales Change Expectation (QSCE)
survey, 85.5% of the distributors surveyed predict
their sales will increase. This maintains the pace of
heightened expectations seen in the survey since the
third and fourth quarters of 2005.
Distributors have continued optimism, with 85.5%
seeing growth rates continuing in Q2. Respondents
were a bit more cautious with the percentage of sales
increase, with 31.5% estimating sales increases of
10% or more. Only 11.1% of distributors surveyed
look for flat or negative sales growth in Q2.
Distributors with 30 to 49 employees expect the
most sales growth in Q1 (94.6%), followed by companies with 50 or more employees (91.7%), 10 to 19
employees (89.7%), one to four employees (85.7%),
five to nine employees (75.5%) and 20 to 29
employees (75%). Expectations follow a similar pattern in Q2 forecasts.
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Techspan Industries’ vice-president of sales and
marketing, Brian Power, announced the promotion of two employees. John Mathe has been promoted to marketing and product manager, where
he will work with Techspan’s joint venture partners
and management team in developing marketing
programs and promotions for their distributor customers. He is also responsible for pricing and new
product development. Meantime, Tony Gallo
assumes the role of regional sales manager for
Ontario/Quebec. Tony will continue to work in
developing products with OEM customers in the
region, but is also responsible for all distributor
sales activity in that territory.
Amelia Huntington has been
named president and CEO of Juno
Lighting Group, a subsidiary of
Square D and Schneider Electric.
A senior executive with nearly 20
years of electrical industry and manAmelia Huntington
agement experience, Huntington
has been serving as interim CEO for Juno since
March 24. Prior to joining Juno she spent 18 years
at parent company, Schneider Electric.

Jeff Derkuch, vice-president and general manager (Prairie
Region) for Gescan (div. of Sonepar Canada Inc.) announced
the appointment of Stephen Dunne to Southern Alberta
sales manager responsible for commercial projects and engineered products. Dunne joins the Gescan team as an experienced manager that has been working in Southern Alberta’s
electrical industry for the past 18 years. His experience is varied,
having spent time in both contractor and wholesaler camps.
Jeff McIlroy has been promoted to vice-president for
Robroy Industries and
elected to the corporation’s
board of directors. McIlroy
has 15 years of experience
Jeff McIlroy
Teresa Ramirez
at Robroy, and most
recently served as international business manager for the
firm’s Stahlin Non-Metallic Enclosures business—a responsibility he will continue to fulfil. Stahlin Non-Metallic
Enclosures promoted Teresa Ramirez to channel manager.
She has been with the company for 10 years and been
involved in a variety of positions, including national sales
manager.

At its annual Electrical Supply Division (ESD)
Network Meetings, Affiliated Distributors (A-D)
recognized affiliates for their outstanding contribution to A-D and its suppliers. The first award category, Greatest Overall Growth, recognizes affiliates
for an increase in company performance with
ongoing A-D electrical suppliers in 2005. The
Canadian company honoured was Choice Electrical
Supply of Saskatoon, Sask. The second awards presented were Highest Overall Participation, which
recognizes the percentage of purchases made with
A-D suppliers as a percentage of total company
purchases in 2005. The Canadian firm receiving
this award was Liteco of Fredericton, N.B.

Ross Robinson, president of B.A. Robinson Co. Ltd. and McDowell
Electric, announced that, in addition to his sales management role, Jeff
Vincent is assuming the responsibilities of branch manager for
McDowell. Reporting to Robinson, he manages all facets of the electrical distribution business for Manitoba and Northwestern Ontario.
Vincent has over 20 years of sales and management experience,
including his past position as Midwest general manager for a national
electrical distribution company. Reporting to Vincent is veteran Walter
Koop, branch operations manager for McDowell, who possesses more
than 28 years of industry experience.
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Bob Brews announced that a group
of the management of R.L. Brews
Ltd.—led by Trevor Maine and
Don Henderson in co-operation
with Roynat Capital Inc.—has
purchased the company. Brews will
Bob Brews
continue as president for an interim period: Maine, who is currently the Edmonton Branch manager,
replaces him. All other management and staff at R.L. Brews remains unchanged.
R.L. Brews Ltd. is an industrial electrical wholesale
with two branches in Alberta and a sales office in
Mississauga serving the electric utility market.
(Sidenote: at the recent S&D Conference in Banff,
Alta., it was announced that Bob will be entering
law school in the fall. Good luck, Bob!)

W.A.C. Lighting’s general manager, Shelley Wang, has appointed
several regional sales managers, including John Camp. Camp, who
most recently served as product manager and national sales manager, is in charge of stimulating business growth with national and
Preferred distributor accounts, Affiliated Distributors, new distribution channels and sales throughout Canada.

Introducing

H

Leviton Manufacturing Co. has
appointed Joseph Geigel to the
position of senior product/marketing manager for Leviton
Integrated Networks & Controls
Residential Systems Group. He
Joseph Geigel
brings to his new post a diverse
background in marketing, engineering, product
planning and development for the industrial and
commercial controls industry. In his new position,
he will help develop and market residential systems
for the Leviton Integrated Networks and Controls
home networking offering. Geigel’s experience includes
marketing management positions with EatonCutler Hammer and Rockwell Automation, and a
position as a control system engineer for Honeywell.

Newfoundland Power Inc. announced the retirement of its board
chair, Bruce Chafe, as well as that of board member Dell Texmo.
Chafe will, however, continue to sit on the board. David Norris has
been elected chair of the board, which welcomes new members
Trevor Adey and Georgina Hedges.

For more information on

Ontor Ltd.’s head office in Toronto, Ont. (12 Leswyn
Road) has recently opened a sales/pick-up counter,
open Monday to Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Ontor is
the exclusive industrial distributor for Siemens
Industrial Controls, Drives, Safety and Automation
products, as well as other leading name brand product lines, such as BEL enclosures, Edison fuses,
Transfab transformers and Baumer sensors.

how you can
experience lighting’s best

visit our web site at holophane.com
Contact your local Holophane factory sales representative,
call Launa @ (905) 707-5830
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Say Good-bye to

‘win-win’ relationships
Aim for legitimate cross purposes

Y

ou hear a lot of catchphrases in the world of
business—synergy, turnkey, mission critical,
going forward, etc.—and, like all of these, one
that gets bandied about a lot is the ‘win-win’ relationship. A win-win situation is equally good for
people on both sides.
Unfortunately, win-win relationships are dead, and one has
to wonder if they ever truly existed.
At the 2006 Canadian Electrical Supply and Distribution
Conference, held recently in Banff, Alta., I had the opportunity to sit in on a session entitled “Perspective on Canadian
Electrical Industry Relationships”. The presenter was Michael
Marks, co-founder and managing partner of Indian River
Consulting Group, who is also serving his second four-year
term as a fellow of NAW’s (National Association of WholesalerDistributors’) Distribution Research and Education Foundation.
He based his presentation on a book he co-authored entitled,
“Working at Cross-Purposes: How Distributors and Manufacturers
Can Manage Conflict Successfully”.
Michael explained that there are two primary laws by which
manufacturers and distributors must conduct their businesses
to be successful. First, there is The Law of Legitimate Cross
Purposes. “The age of shared prosperity and the view of mutual win-win relationships began to die in the 1970s and exists
today as a memory of convenience,” Michael explained. “Both
distributors and suppliers need a long-term return for their
shareholders, and they both achieve them by different means.”
For example, distributors make their money by monopolizing the customer’s spend, which naturally entails carrying
numerous products. The supplier, however, wants the distributor to push only his product.
The second is The Law of Perpetual Change. “Channel design
optimization happens at one single point in time, then manufacturers and distributors continue to make necessary changes
in their respective best interests that sub-optimize design,”

By Anthony Capkun

Michael said. “A static channel will become a dysfunctional
channel where both parties lose, but ongoing change management is required.”
Ultimately, distributors and suppliers need not concern
themselves with a win-win relationship, but rather work toward
ensuring they are commercially aligned. After all, we’re dealing
with business relationships—not personal ones.

The good and the bad
While researching the book, Michael and his co-authors candidly interviewed 53 people who agreed (under the understanding of anonymity) to discuss a primary relationship that
went bad. Michael learned that many relationships ended with
a distributor terminating a supplier, and many of those occurrences were in the electrical trade. The most important thing
learned, however, is that, in all cases, “Warning messages were
sent, but not heard”.
He then went into a discussion of both the stupid and good
things distributors and suppliers do to/for one another (he also
invited the assembled delegates to do the same).
Manufacturer stupidity
• Figuring you can never have too much distribution.
• Loading distributors with the old version of a product right
before launching the new one.
• Launching a new product without a disciplined review of
target pricing requirements.
• Loading distributors with new product (and guaranteed
buybacks), then considering the launch successful.
• Launching a new product without being able to deliver
in quantity.

Michael Marks gives conference attendees his perspective
on Canadian electrical industry relationships, reminding us
that relationships fail when messages are sent, but not heard.

• Placing an opening order for a product with
Distributor stupidity
• Insincerely agreeing with a key supplier to support
his investment.

•

the plan of returning it later if it doesn’t sell
(no risk = no investment = no commitment).
Failing to manage core sales activities and leaving
it up to chance.

Manufacturer best practices
• Demanding creation pricing versus
volume pricing.
• Demonstrated willingness to invest in new
product development versus harvesting.
• Involving distributors in product development,
especially line extensions.
• Willingness and courage to manage channel
conflicts as they occur.
• Respecting channel management as a discipline.

:KHWKHU\RXUHTXLUHSULPHSRZHUZKHQQRXWLOLW\LVDYDLODEOHRUVWDQGE\SRZHU
ZKHQ \RXU XWLOLW\ LV WHPSRUDULO\ XQDYDLODEOH SRZHU JHQHUDWLQJ V\VWHPV IURP

''&078 3RZHU *HQHUDWLRQ RIIHU TXDOLW\ DQG GHSHQGDEOH SRZHU DW D

Distributor best practices
• Actually investing in new product development
with inventory, promotion and focus.
• Respecting suppliers’ annual planning process.
• Treating strategic suppliers differently than others.
• Actually managing sales activities.

PRPHQWVQRWLFH
)URP N:WRN:ZH·YHJRWWKHSRZHUWRNHHS\RXUEXVLQHVVUXQQLQJ
$VDOZD\V\RXFDQFRXQWRQ +DUSHU 'HWURLW 'LHVHO$OOLVRQ IRUDIXOOUDQJH
RISDUWVVHUYLFHDQGFRQWUDFWPDLQWHQDQFHVXSSRUW6RGRQ WJHWOHIWLQWKHGDUN
2UGHU\RXU ''&0783RZHU*HQHUDWLRQ VHWWRGD\

)RUPRUHLQIRUPDWLRQFDOO RU+$53(5
ZZZKDUSHUGGOFRP HPDLOVDOHV#KDUSHUGGOFRP
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Ultimately, every business owner needs to continually evaluate the relationships he has with his various partners. One important indicator a relationship that’s in trouble, notes Michael, is one in which
you describe your partner one way when he’s
around, then a totally different way when he’s left
the room. And these words ring true for any business relationship, not just supplier/distributor.
Remember, there is no win-win recipe for success:
only legitimate cross purposes will get you where
you need to go.
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Meet the players

From Geography
to national sales
BARRY MACGOWAN
By Anthony Capkun
have heard it said that what companies
need for a truly successful business experience in Canada is Canadian leadership.
Cooper Wiring Devices has chosen to do
just that with the appointment of Barry
MacGowan to the position of national sales
manager, Canadian electrical distribution sales.
Barry was born March 26, 1957, along with
his twin brother, Bruce. He has an older
brother and sister (Clark and Ann), and one
younger brother (John). He grew up in the
outskirts of Oakville, Ont., playing baseball in
house leagues, then hockey (“like every good
Canadian,” Barry adds) and track and field.
“These days, though, my favourite game is
golf... and taking a dip in the pool.” (His
advice to me for my own golf game? “Break
100—that’s the ultimate goal.”)
As a youth, Barry’s summer jobs ranged
from working at the IGA grocery store to
Mother’s Pizza as assistant manager while putting himself through university, where he
completed a degree in Geography. I asked him
how his degree helped him in his career, and
he explains, “The course dealt a lot with
urban planning, spatial interaction and so on,
which helps, and I’ve also found that anyone
who can get a university degree is trainable.”
Upon completing university, Barry worked
in sales at a car dealership. “I had a lust for
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Anyone who can get
a university degree
is trainable.

We have
a starter
for all
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motor
control
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sales,” he says, adding, “My father was in sales,
as was my twin.” He worked his way up at the
dealership then looked for greener pastures,
finally entering the electrical industry as a junior sales rep with ConvectAir out of Montreal
by answering an ad in The Toronto Star.
They say twins often think alike, and Barry
admits that most of his interest in the electrical
industry came from Bruce. “My twin brother
has now been involved in the industry for 26
years. He started in sales for Duracell (Procell).
As for me, I’ve now been in the electrical
industry for 20 years.” (Barry adds that his
wife also encouraged him to put his degree to
good use.)
Barry was ConvectAir’s sales rep for Ontario
(mostly Western Ontario, south to Windsor,
north to Owen Sound, etc.) for two years before
moving to Burndy Products in 1989 (which
was bought later that year) where he was sales
rep for the Golden Horseshoe region. At the
start of 1992 he became Burndy’s central
regional manager and held that position for
13 years.
“During this time, though, I wanted a full
national position,” says Barry. He knew the
national position with FCI Burndy wouldn’t
be up for grabs any time soon “because the
national sales manager was also a young guy.”
The opportunity to further his professional

Building a new
electric world –

together.
Congratulations
Guillevin International
on your 100 year
celebration.

From 5 KV to 15 KV
Up to 60,000 HP
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Meet the players
Electrical Business regularly receives inquiries from
its readers on a number of subjects, ranging from provincial
versus corporate requirements to pension plans. Rather
than answer these questions in secret, we decided everyone
should benefit from the questions posed.

Hence, Electrical Business’ newest department:

“

I’ve now been in the
electrical industry
for 20 years.”

Ask the Expert.
EB draws upon an assortment of leading industry experts to
answer your questions. Best of all, the service is

”

FREE. Simply e-mail, fax or mail your query to:
acapkun@clbmedia.ca • fax: (905) 727-0017
Ask the Expert
c/o Electrical Business
240 Edward Street
Aurora ON L1G 6L5

@
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aspirations finally came in February of this year,
when he joined Cooper Wiring Devices. “The
division that’s been entrusted to me has a lot of
growth potential, and I love the challenge,” he says.

Looking over 20 years

Plug into the industry’s most
powerful brand.
For heavy-duty electrical products, there’s no better source
than Woodhead. With names such as Daniel Woodhead®
and Aero-Motive®, we offer the most complete lines in the
industry. Everything from lighting, reels and wiring devices to
grips, balancers and outlet boxes.
For more than 80 years, Woodhead products have been
recognized as “best in their class” and with good reason.
No other electrical products offer more in terms of quality,
especially in harsh-duty applications.

Barry has been involved in the electrical scene for
about 20 years. For the last 15 of those he’s been
an associate member of the Ontario Electrical
League (OEL), and he just recently got involved
with the GTA West chapter as an executive member.”
July 5 marks Barry’s 20th anniversary to wife
Cathy, with whom he has three children. Laura, 17,
is interested in a marketing career, while Jacob, 14,
and Michael, 10—not surprisingly—have yet to
decide upon a career path. Perhaps baseball is in
the boys’ cards, as Barry serves as assistant coach to
their team.
When it comes to industry, Barry laments the
import of inferior product, but adds “the industry
as a whole has done a great job in trying to combat this by selling their products over imports on
features, advantages and benefits.”
Barry sees great opportunity in the field of electrical contracting. “Their biggest issue is the age of
the workforce and an increasing demand for their
expertise,” he says. “This presents a great opportunity to young apprentices because they will have a
greater chance to succeed with the increased
demand in the marketplace.”
And to help existing and up-and-coming contractors succeed, Cooper Wiring hosts training sessions at their offices in conjunction with different
electrical contractor chapters and associations
across Canada, “constantly providing them with
innovations in products that can help decrease
costs related to installation and safety,” adds Barry.
Speaking of youth, he recognizes the need to
attract the younger generation to the industry. “I
believe this can be resolved with a concentrated
effort from all facets of the business. We need to
begin hiring young graduates and invest the time to
train them so they will stay in the industry,” Barry
argues. “There’s no doubt in my mind that once we
cater to young talent, they will stay, because this is
an addictive industry.”

Don’t accept imitations. For performance, reliability and

Do you know an industry

safety, there’s no better source than Woodhead.

player we should be writing about?

Contact the editor at
(905) 713-4391 or
from Woodhead Industries

905.624.6518 • woodhead.com/elect
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GIVE YOUR BUSINESS ROOM TO GROW.
DODGE SPRINTER.

> The most technologically advanced commercial van on the market opens up a whole new world of
possibilities > Advanced technology premium 2.7L turbo diesel in-line 5-cylinder engine for smooth, quiet performance and surprising
fuel efficiency > Choice of three wheelbase lengths and two roof heights > Manoeuvrable power-assisted front rack-and-pinion steering
> Electronic Stability Program (ESP™) (2500 models only) > Available ParkSense™ Rear Park Assist System > Available CD player, heated
seats, sunroof, power heated mirrors, maintenance computer and much more > To find the retailer nearest you, visit dodge.ca or call
1 800 361-3700 and see how easy it is to make Sprinter part of your success.
ESP is a trademark of DaimlerChrysler AG. ParkSense is a trademark of DaimlerChrysler Corporation.
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Trucks for
the trade

The latest in, and for,

your truck or fleet
In our last Trucks for the Trade column, we looked at some new vehicle launches stemming from
The Work Truck Show. In this issue, we continue our report with a look at a new truck chassis,
as well as several interesting aftermarket possibilities for your truck or fleet.
Workhorse Custom Chassis (a wholly owned subsidiary of
International Truck and Engine Corp.) has entered a new
market with the introduction of a 16,000-lb GVWR version of its new W42 chassis. The platform is now available with either a diesel or gas engine for companies using
walk-in trucks.
The diesel platform is powered by the International®
VT 275 V6 engine coupled to an Allison LCT-1000 electronic five-speed transmission, while the gas version
boasts the 6.0L GM Vortec™ 6000 coupled to GM’s
4L80-E Hydromatic electronic transmission with overdrive. The chassis has wheelbases of 125 in., 133 in., 157
in., 178 in. and 190 in.
The International diesel engine delivers 200 hp and 440
lb-ft of torque. Its dual-staged turbocharging system provides good acceleration, using a small turbo for quick,
low-speed responsiveness and a second turbo for power at
higher rpms. The International Electro-Hydraulic
Generation Two (G2) fuel injection system delivers higher and precise injection pressures, enhancing performance, fuel economy and emissions control. The engine has
a 250,000-mi life-cycle design and simplifies routine
maintenance with mechanic-friendly features, such as easily accessible cartridge-style fuel and oil filters.
The GM Vortec 6.0L gas engine provides 300 hp and
355 lb-ft of torque. It features the latest in gas engine
technology for performance and durability. Maintenance
costs are also reduced by features such as Texaco DexCool
anti-freeze coolant (150,000-mi service interval), long-life
sparkplugs (100,000 mi) and axles that are lubed for life.
Other upgraded features, such as high-performance
four-wheel Brembo disc brakes, a new Westport Wide
Track I-Beam front axle with a full 50° wheel cut, new
Meritor WABCO four-channel ABS system, and a new
ZF variable ratio power steering box contribute to greater
handling and driver control. New parabolic taper leaf suspension springs and custom-tuned shocks also improve
stability and comfort on the road. The chassis has full J1939 diagnostics capability and a new Smart Cluster
instrument panel with LCD screen for driver and diagnostic information.
16, 000-lb GVWR version of new W42 chassis.
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HercuLoc security bed covers.

From Thacker Manufacturing Inc., the HercuLoc™
security bed cover is perhaps one of the most secure
pick-up bed enclosures on the market. The patented
cam locking system holds the cover and tailgate securely closed. There are no external locks or latches: when
closed it is locked. The HercuLoc cannot be jimmied
open. It operates via code-hopping remote control and
a self-locking industrial ball screw actuator, saving time
at the jobsite.
Built for commercial use, the HercuLoc is all steel
and tolerates the bed flexing that can destroy other
truck caps. A truck can be driven at 75 mph with the
cover raised, and shade over the tailgate makes an excellent field office. (Optional Surveyor’s Field Organizer is
shown in the photo.)

Pick-up owners are sure to find the Tailgate Buddy an
indispensable addition to their truck accessories. A
heavy-duty ladder system plus handhold, the Tailgate
Buddy mounts to pick-up truck tailgates allowing easier and safer access to the truck bed. The buddy is a
three-step ladder and hand-hold composed of 1-in.
heavy-duty square aluminum tubing that is
as strong as it is lightweight. It is easily
removed for storage or cleaning and can
be locked-in by locking your tailgate.
With its 10-in. wide anti-skid steps,
the ladder lets helps you safely and
more easily load and unload supplies. Buddy lets you enter the truck
bed from the side of the tailgate,
automatically adjusting for the height
of any particular truck. The ladder
folds down and attaches to the
inside of the tailgate when not
being used. When in use, the base
of the ladder rests on the ground. It
features a patented double-hinge design
and mounts on either side of a standard- or
compact-sized pick-up tailgate.

STAHL’s SST (STAHL
Service Trailer) features
the organized side compartment storage of a service body with the fullheight interior storage of a
trailer. Exterior doors allow access
to lower compartments and tools can be positioned where
they are needed, not hidden away. The large walk-in interior storage
area features both open floor storage and adjustable side shelving.
Additionally, smooth sides provide the ideal advertising space.
The SST is constructed using a lock-bolt fastening system with galvanneal steel and aluminum materials, and is available in 12-ft and
16-ft models. Optional features include compartment lighting, ladder racks and more.

Tailgate Buddy.
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Trucks for
the trade
Invented and patented by Memphis, Tenn.
native Tommy Armstrong, the T-Rax® Hauling
System is designed to execute numerous functions and perform the work of multiple conventional rack systems typically used in construction-related fields.
Constructed of 12-ga steel and using a
patented pin system, the T-Rax®
configures as a ladder rack,
workbench, truck bed
extender (for carrying
extra long loads),
wire/cable caddy,
dual-level hauling
system, scaffold, load
stabilizer or whatever
else you can imagine.
The convenient design
lets you lower and
fold the system out of
sight into the bed of the truck, or
remove it when not in use.

Low-profile truck boxes.

Also from Knaack, Weather Guard® lowprofile aluminum truck boxes (Nos.
121 and 131) give you more visibility through the rear window—
especially for newer pick-up
designs featuring higher bed
rails. Available in four SKUs and
designed to fit most full and
compact pick-ups, the lowprofile saddle boxes suspend
across the side rails allowing
plenty of room underneath.
They also feature a single cover
style designed to provide easier
access to all tools and accessories.
Knaack added strength to the boxes
through the use of additional corner support
channels, as well as a radius design on the side
panels. Like other Weather Guard aluminum
truck boxes, the low-profile line boasts
Extreme Protection Lock™, which incorporates a retracting lock that adds tamper resist-

ance and an internal torque ring that eliminates many common keyhole break-ins. The
retracting button also allows professionals to
visually determine locked status from a distance.
With a full 90° angle cover opening, the
amount of clearance is minimized as bed
space is maximized. Underneath the lids, the
boxes are completely weather sealed on all four
sides. A wide flange mounting bracket assures
crimp-free/drill-free installations. Similar to
automobile hatchbacks, the new latch design
provides one-touch opening.
Additional features include a level holder
for safe storage of 48-in. levels and a durable
steel tray for smaller tools. The tray can lock
into either side of the box during transport or
slide out of the way to provide easy access to
tools and supplies. A new 12V electrical access
grommet comes standard on the box for easy
electrical accessory upfits. The low-profile
aluminum truck boxes come with a threeyear warranty.

T-Rax Hauling System.
Knaack Manufacturing Co.’s Weather Guard®
Itemizer® drawer units are ideal lightweight storage
solutions as they compartmentalize tools, small parts
and fittings. The storage units are available in two
designs: lateral (models 314, 316 through 318) and
stacked (Models 326 through 328).
Installed in vans or enclosed truck beds, these drawer units help keep overall vehicle weight down. They
are constructed completely of aluminum with a
Brite White powder coat and boast an anti-skid deck
top. Lateral units can be mounted on top of one another
whereas stacked units can be mounted side to side.
Each drawer fully extends on roller-mounted
drawer glides and can support up to 75 lb of tools
and parts. Adjustable dividers are included and each
drawer has an individual spring latch. For extra jobsite security, a padlock can be added through a prepunched hole on the face of each drawer.

2287

That’s the retail value of the Work-Ready Equipment you can receive when you
purchase or lease an eligible new GM van through the Business Choice program.
Quality Adrian Steel® all purpose storage bin system helps you put all the plentiful
space inside Chevrolet Express and GMC Savana to very good use. With
Adrian Steel, you know the upﬁtting equipment is going to be durable, just like your
GM van. The right choice for your line of work – Business Choice. It’s Your Business,
It’s Your Choice. Visit ﬂeet.gmcanada.com or call 1-800-866-0313 for more information.

®Adrian Steel is a registered trademark of Adrian Steel.
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Terminal uniqueness
limits operations

Getting ‘lean’ can be the
diet for business success

By Rebecca A. Morgan

We’re unique. That won’t work here. We’re different.
While every company wants to feel special, many organizations focus so intently on
their uniqueness that they forget most of the challenges they face are the same as those
faced by their neighbour down the street.
If time is money and errors expensive, then the philosophy and techniques of ‘Lean’ will
likely improve your operations significantly and, ultimately, your bottom line.

Accubid is the
Estimator's
Choice
Accubid is the choice of
9 of the top 10 electrical
contractors, and 30 of
the top 50, as ranked by
ENR magazine.*
These leading firms have chosen
Accubid because Accubid estimating
programs are powerful, flexible, and
easy to use. Designed by contractors
for contractors, Accubid estimating
programs work the way you do.
Discover for yourself why
Accubid is the contractor's
choice.

total solutions for contractors
* October 17, 2005 issue of
Engineering News-Record
(ENR) magazine
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In the world of manufacturing, Lean is used to
describe fundamental attributes of the Toyota
Production Systems (TPS). While TPS was developed
in a manufacturing environment and by Toyota, other
industries and organizations have seen its application
and success, and even more companies could benefit
from applying Lean principles.
In my experience, Pareto’s 80/20 rule applies when
looking across industries as well as within them: 80% of
a company’s business issues are basically the same as
those faced by every other business, so it behooves us to
learn from others. For example, I left Stouffer’s frozen
food division and accepted a position with TRW’s
Aircraft Components Group in the mid 1980s. The
transition was easier than you would think, simply
because the similarities were more widespread than
the differences.
As companies become more willing to learn from
others on enhancing competitiveness, the principles, philosophies and practices of Lean can be
extremely valuable.

Lean’s fundamental drivers
1) Focus on the customer and customer value
You have to know your market and what it values: your
customer will pay for what he values. Costs you add for
things not valued by the customer come out of your
pocket. And not all markets value the same things. Price
is the deciding factor in some markets, but not in most.
For example, consider the Cross pen/Bic pen comparison: people who buy Bic pens just want something to write with that doesn’t make a mess. The
people who make Bic pens don’t need to spend a lot
of time polishing them and making sure every pen is
perfect because their customer is more interested in
function than looks. People who buy Cross pens also
want something to write with, but they’re taking into
consideration how the pen looks in their pocket and
feels in their hand.
The outside of a Cross pen has a different quality
standard than that of a Bic. Over-finishing the Bic adds
cost, but not value; under-finishing the Cross pen sacrifices sales and market share because it saves cost but
at the expense of customer-perceived value. Two markets, two different value propositions. Regardless of your
industry, know your market and focus on what it values.

organization has to get better every single day. (Iverson got into
trouble because he was late for practice and said, “We’re talking about practice,” disdaining the need for practice as long as
he played well during games.)
In every business, if you’re not getting better every day, you’re
losing ground. Maintaining performance is losing ground.
Your competition is getting better. You must be constantly
working to improve. And your biggest threat may even be in
another industry or another country right now.

Those who have gone Lean
Besides just talking the talk, some companies have successfully
applied the philosophy of Lean.
The Pella Corporation (window company) and other Iowa manufacturers are working to reduce the costs of employees tied up in the
molasses-like pace of medical appointments and tests, as well as
the costs of medical mistakes. Sharing the Lean philosophy, they are
working with selected Iowa healthcare providers to reduce wasted
time and errors. Will insurance rates go down? Maybe someday,
but if the time employees spend waiting for medical care and the
number of medical mistakes made are reduced, how can it not help
those manufacturers and the medical organizations themselves?
By applying Lean techniques, home builder KB Home has
significantly reduced its lead time from identifying land for

acquisition to having cash flow from that land, as well as errors
during those processes, translating into millions of dollars for
the bottom line.
Bank of America uses Lean approaches and Six Sigma, a methodology to control variation, to cut cycle times and increase reliability for decision making and information flow in their processes.

Start Leaning
For a company to succeed, the marketplace must see its product or service as a better value than the competition’s. To focus
on company or industry uniqueness to the exclusion of the
80% of your business that is similar to others can keep a company struggling for survival instead of springboarding to success.
Businesses across industries have gained significantly from
the adoption of Lean principles. Almost any company can use
these same principles to enhance market share and profitability.
Lean has worked in numerous industries, in healthcare, in
construction and in banking, so it is definitely worth considering for your business.
Rebecca A. Morgan is the president of Fulcrum ConsultingWorks Inc. and
has years of experience in operations, supply chain management, accounting and information systems, strategic planning, consulting and academe.
Visit www.fulcrumcwi.com.

What would you rather be doing ?

2) Eliminate waste
Waste is anything that adds cost without adding
value the customer is willing to pay for.
While employees want to take pride in their work,
it is important they understand what is worth doing
and what is not. Polishing a Bic pen to perfection is not
worth doing because, again, it adds no value, just cost.
Airlines should have asked the question years before
their current financial woes: “Why are we offering
food in coach class? Those customers look to us for
safe, comfortable, affordable transportation—not
food.” Southwest Airlines realized they were in the
transportation business and have been enjoying success though they do not offer in-flight meals.
Every business creates waste—things done that are
not valued by the customer. Some wasteful activities
can be stopped immediately: useless reports and/or
meetings, unnecessary controls, etc. are just a few common examples. Others activities may be necessary
now, because you currently don’t know how to execute
your business without them, but are waste nonetheless. Those require process improvement or some
other method of eliminating the root requirement of
their being carried out.
Taking physical inventory or fixing incorrectly
processed paperwork are just two examples of waste.
The customer does not value them and will not pay
for them, but you may not as yet know how to operate your business without them.

Saving you time for what really matters.
= flexibility
= versatility
6 models covering 13 W to 42 W CFL lamps from 120 V to 347 V
with side, bottom, and bottom stud wiring capabilities.

the electronic ballast taking
the guess work out of installation.

3) Deploy continuous improvement
Everybody, everyday: that’s the commitment of continuous improvement. Satisfaction with the status quo,
or with sporadic improvement, allows your competition to gain ground and pass you, leaving your business gasping for survival.
Contrary to Philadelphia 76er basketball star Allen
Iverson’s belief, practice does make a difference. An
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Bidding

practices to live by
Bidding right may mean
not bidding at all
By Earle Goodwin

O

nce, when I asked a contractor how he came up with a price for
a job, he told me he was lucky because his office faced a railway
line. I wondered at his answer, then he explained: after doing all
his calculations, he would simply pull a number off a passing box-

car and that would be his bid. We laughed at the thought but, after

attending some bid openings, I began to suspect some of the bidders were

actually using this method.
Contractors need a veritable toolkit of skills to succeed. Of all of them, it
could be argued that the one that could have the most dramatic effect on
the viability of their company is the ability to bid successfully on projects.
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You got to know when to hold ’em, know when to fold ’em,
Know when to walk away, and know when to run.

”

— Kenny Rogers, The Gambler

Nothing is as easy as it seems

On the subject of bid depositories

Though time-consuming, bidding looks like it should
be easy. All that’s required is figuring out the quantities
and costs of materials, determining how long the job
should take to complete and calculating the cost of
labour. Add up the costs and voila! you have your bid.
Alas, nothing is ever as easy as it seems. In addition
to the above, you have to look at things that aren’t as
easy to quantify; things like site conditions, manpower
loading, and any vagaries that arise from unclear or
ambiguous instructions in the bid documents.
Bidding is an exercise in analysis. Beyond simple
multiplication and addition, you have to examine all
aspects of a job and decide whether it is in your company’s best interest to even bother bidding. For example, Erhard Hermann, owner of Erhard’s Electric in
Didsbury, Alta., points out that, “Your reputation is
key. If you compromise that you’re lost. Tight bidding
leads to poor workmanship and safety problems.”
There are a number of things to look at when you’re
preparing to bid, says Ron Bergeron, president of
Bergeron Electric in Cornwall, Ont., “and some studying
you have to do in advance.” He suggests you take a look
at the architects and engineers involved in the project
and ask yourself: Have you worked with them before?
Do they have a reputation for well-thought-out designs?
Everything you’re bidding on is supposed to be spelled
out in the bid package. If the designers haven’t properly designed your portion of the work, you can bet
your bottom dollar that you’re going to have problem
after problem as the project progresses.
One way you can tell the designers don’t quite have all
their bases covered is by the number of addenda attached
to the bid package. Granted, most packages require
some addenda, but if you see an inordinate number of
them—or when the issues they address seem to be
rudimentary design issues—you have cause for concern.
After all, if there are a lot of questions before the job
even begins, you can just imagine what it’s going to be
like after the project starts.
And have you ever read through specifications and felt
as though you would be held accountable for absolutely
everything? Bergeron particularly dislikes phrases in the
specs that state “... it is the contractor’s responsibility to
develop a solution that will meet the objectives, and will
be submitted to the engineer and owner for their
approval.” Too often this language is used as a method
for avoiding design costs at the consultants’ end.
Consider who was at the site meeting. In most markets, you get to know your competition: the good bidders and the bad ones. (If you don’t, you should.)
Look around the room and take stock of who is there.
If you see contractors that you know don’t put in reasonable bids, it tells you two things: first, you have to
wonder how they were pre-qualified and, secondly,
you know the bids are going to be off kilter.
Tom Vivian, manager of Region 1 of the
Construction Bid Depository of Ontario, points out
the need for clear and concise specifications and scopes
of work. He notes that most of the requests he sees for
clarifications revolve around trying to figure out who
is responsible for different parts of the work. “Clear
instructions from the consultant are important. The
scope of work must be well defined. When a contractor sees a grey area, he inflates the price.”
This only makes sense. As a contractor, when you
feel something is unclear or ill defined, you will naturally want to build in a contingency fee or price it
according to a worst-case scenario. Your competition,
however, may not make the same assumptions as they
formulate their bids, meaning your bid will likely
prove incomparable.
Some contractors errantly see ambiguities in the specs as
opportunities, thinking they give them the chance to
bid low and make up the difference (and then some) in
changes. While it may be possible, studies have shown
that changes typically don’t pay for themselves once
you’ve figured in all the real costs associated with the
disruptions they cause in the work.

Everyone should have heard of bid depositories by now, and
maybe even started using them. As a quick recap, though, here’s
how the British Columbia Construction Association describes
their purpose:

feels this is just as important with privately funded jobs as public
sector work. Preparing a bid is expensive and time consuming:
if you’re going to commit your valuable resources to responding
to a call for bids, you need to feel confident your bid is going to
be dealt with fairly after it has been received.

The Bid Depository is a system for the reception of sealed bids
from Trade Contractors to enable those receiving the bids to
obtain firm quotations in writing and adequate time to compile
their tenders completely and accurately. This fair and equitable
process is in the best interests of Owners, Tender Calling
Authorities and General and Trade Contractors. Flowing from this
stated purpose is the requirement that General Contractors enter into
contract with selected Bidders whose bids have been properly
deposited and which will be used for sub-contract purposes.

Should I stay or should I go?

Clearly a fan of them, Vivian says, “bid depositories exist to
ensure that the bidding process is fair and transparent.” And he

Earle Goodwin is a Toronto-based freelance writer and marketing consultant
specializing in electrical construction.

In the end, the wisest decision you make may be to enter no bid
whatsoever. When a number of red flags start flapping as you prepare for the bidding process, your best bet may be to just walk away.
Also, bidding on jobs that don’t match your company’s capabilities, or are otherwise unsuitable, may tie up your bond money
and prevent you from bidding on more suitable projects down
the road. When all is said and done, it takes as much effort to bid
on a bad project as a good one, so choose wisely.

Attention: Electrical Contractors and Electricians

SHOW YOUR CLIENTS HOW TO
SAVE 65% IN POWER COSTS WITH THE

Intelligent Parking
Lot Controller (IPLC)
**

Red and green LEDs indicate live
outlet or block heater problems
Cast metal case ensures durability
Optical data port permits
individualized outlet programming
Electronics embedded in
weatherproof elastomer block to
assure long-term reliability

Unit controls two power circuits
independently
Each unit installs in 15 minutes
Duplex receptacle and
weather-proof cover are
standard off-the-shelf
items for replacement
Unit attaches securely to
a variety of parking lot
junction boxes

CHECK WITH YOUR PROVINCIAL
ELECTRIC UTILITY FOR ANY
INSTALLATION REBATES OR
INCENTIVES THAT MAY BE AVAILABLE

Visit us online at iplc.com or
call toll-free 866-353-2785.

IPLC

*

* Recipient of Natural Resources Canada, Office of Energy
Efficiency, 2000-2002 Energy Management Technology Award

SAVINGS WILL HELP YOUR
CLIENTS PAY FOR UNIT IN
AS LITTLE AS ONE YEAR
 Easy low-cost retrofit to existing parking lot
junction boxes and stall-by-stall conversions
provide phase-in flexibility.
 Factory programmed or fully programmable for
custom needs.
 Smart technology measures temperature to
regulate power delivery, ensuring starts at any
temperature for maximum efficiency.
 Internal unit diagnostics save unnecessary
service calls and avoid tripped breakers - know
the what, when and where of any problem.
 Customer-friendly colour LEDs alert car owners
to faulty extension cords or block heaters, and
reduce needless complaints.
 Ten years use in the field with 99.8% reliability.

Developed and marketed by Vantera Incorporated.
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ATLANTIC
FOCUS

Moncton abuzz with electrical energy
MEET 2006
draws record crowds

United Wire & Cable’s Keith Clement and Bob
Pawluk proudly display the latest innovation in their
cable bus feeder system. MaxiAmp is a uniquely
designed cable feeder system package that includes
technically selected power cable, a well-ventilated aluminum or steel enclosure, all associated hardware,
entry fittings and cable terminations, tailored to
achieve an effective and highly engineered product.
Now, explains Bob, “MaxiAmp can go underground
and still be accessible to inspection authorities. It is aircooled and doesn’t need to be buried at a 3-ft minimum.” MaxiAmp is designed according to the customer’s needs, says Keith, and Bob adds that some of
the product’s innovation stems from United Wire &
Cable’s partnership with Thomas & Betts Iberville.

Anthony Capkun

MEET 2006 (Mechanical Electrical Electronic Technology)
was, by all accounts, a resounding success. Show features—
such as the sold-out Gala Industry Dinner, Skills Canada New
Brunswick’s electrical wiring competition and the extensive
and comprehensive seminar schedule—made MEET 2006 a
‘must-attend’ Maritime event. Electrical Business was proud
to serve as the show’s official electrical publication.
This year’s show boasted an increased number of
exhibitors (over 400 companies represented), and attendance was up 20% over the 2004 event, with nearly 5000
registered attendees over the two-day show. With camera and

Of the many innovative products on display at Thomas & Betts’
booth, perhaps the one garnering the most attention is T&B’s
self-fusing insulation tape. T&B’s Jean-Marc Myette showed me
how it works. No adhesives or heat are required to form an immediate bond, even in wet conditions, and removal is quick without
any sticky residue. Simply pull the backing strip and apply to
work at hand and the stuff sticks like nobody’s business!

notepad in hand, I travelled the show to get the news on the
latest in market offerings.

MORE
THAN
JUST
DEGREES

With the Fluke family of
temperature solutions you get
fast, accurate measurements
and Fluke ruggedness no
matter which tool you choose.

PLUS
• Cost-effective infrared solutions
• Contact and non-contact
thermometers
• Single- and dual-input models
• Optional analysis and graphics
with FlukeView® Forms
• Laser targeting
• Broad range of probes and
accessories

Learn more. Do more.
www.morethanjust.ca/degrees
1-800-36-FLUKE
Learn about temperature measurements
with a Fluke Application Note.
Our online Reference Library offers a variety of application notes and tool tips on
temperature testing. From step-by-step introductions to predictive maintenance
troubleshooting tricks, Fluke helps you get more from your test tool.
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EFC’s Anne Harrigan (shown in
photo) was there to give Kathy
Saunders, EFC’s Atlantic Region
Co-ordinator, a hand at the ElectroFederation Canada booth, which
was next to Electrical Business’ own
booth. In the photo she proudly displays EFC Foundation’s 2006
Scholarship Program, in which EB
has come aboard as a new corporate
sponsor with the Electrical Business
Future Contractor Scholarship.

Hubbell’s Jean-Luc
Vincent, regional sales
manager, Commercial
Eastern Region, shows
me the company’s SLS
Sportsliter Solutions,
which promise better
lighting solutions for
athletic facilities, players, spectators, owners
and communities. The
Sportsliter uses internal louvers instead of
external visors: this way,
light that would normally have been lost
gets redirected to the
playing area. It also
uses a commercially
available MH lamp.
“This is an entire
concept,” explains Vincent. “It’s modular and efficient
with user-friendly installation.”
Beghelli
Canada’s
Kyle
MacArthur shows Daniel Cote
of Cote Electric Ltd. the IP66rated B5 105 vapour-tight, 5-ft
fixture. Introduced only about a
month ago, this fixture comes
with two, 80W T5s in 5-ft
lengths, and intends to compete
directly against the 8-ft market.

If you have a 2008 calendar, bring it out
of hiding and mark the following dates for

MEET 2008: May 7–8, Moncton, N.B.
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Glenn Rosendahl of IPLC/Vantera
Inc. explains the newest IPLC model,
210-D. During MEET, attendees
could visit the booth to get a free simulation of their parking lot savings
profile. The Intelligent Parking Lot
Controller is an energy-efficient,
high-tech outdoor home and parking
lot power outlet for engine block
heaters that reduces electrical consumption and costs by up to 65%.
Invented by Rosendahl, IPLC is manufactured in Elie, Man., and sold
across Canada to meet the cold-start
needs of drivers wherever frigid winter conditions occur.

Ford will work with its partners to provide electrical contractors with workready vans, upfitted with the best in tool
and equipment compartments and storage solutions.

ra

Ford Canada was on hand to show
off the latest in work trucks. The
Ford F250 V8 turbodiesel King
Ranch shown here is nothing short
of pure power and luxurious decadence in one sturdy package. This is
the kind of truck that can take you
to and from both jobsite and golf
course in style.
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Choose rugged P&S Cam-Type Devices.
Temporary power applications demand exceptional
ease of use, durability and reliability. And that’s just
what you get throughout the broad range of P&S
Cam-Type Devices — no excuses, no compromises.
They’re compatible with other cam product brands
to make your upgrade simple and cost-effective. Get
all the details from your P&S distributor — or visit
www.passandseymour.com.
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Fernand LeBlanc (left) and Alex LeBlanc pose by “The Great One”, a working large-scale imitation of Luxo lamp’s original desk lamp, which is also Pixar
Animation Studio’s mascot. Claude Blache, Luxo Lamp’s national sales manager, poses with the nostalgic yet ever-popular Luxo lamp.

in

Lithonia’s Jean Legault and
Fernand LeBlanc (Focus Electrical
Sales) work the Lithonia booth.

(Left to right) Bill Begin, publisher of Electrical Business (left), chats with
Air King boothmates Jacques Audet (Quebec regional sales office), Chris
Galea (vice-president and general manager) and Nick Nicolle, who is the company’s new sales rep for Atlantic Canada. The exhaust fans on display have low
sone ratings, which translates into quieter operation.
Offer P&S LED Nightlight Devices —
with customer satisfaction built right in.

Digby Campbell, regional sales manager for ventilation products for
Panasonic, displays a WhisperGreen
ceiling ventilation fan. They’re so
quiet, Panasonic says you might not
even know they are on. This is because
WhisperGreen ventilation fans feature
an enclosed condenser motor and a
large, double-suction blower wheel to
move air quietly. This fan uses a wide
blower wheel that moves a large
amount of air at a lower rpm.

Now there are better alternatives to old-fashioned,
plug-in nightlights: P&S devices with built-in LED
nightlights. They’re bright, cool, sealed and safe —
with no bulbs to change. Choose from a wide range
of Hallway Lights and combination devices with
standard, tamper-resistant and GFCI receptacles.
Get all the details from your P&S distributor — or
visit www.passandseymour.com.

Vicki King, electrical distribution regional sales leader for Gardner Bender,
shows off a new, two-piece winding solution from Gardner Bender: the UpperHand
Rewind fish tape winder. No tools are needed; just turn the handle and snap
into place. She explains how the product works to attendee Ronald Gallant.

www.passandseymour.com
©2006, Pass & Seymour/Legrand
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ATLANTIC
FOCUS
Holophane’s Mike Baker (left) chats it up with Ken
Chute (formerly of Wesco, now retired) behind a selection of the company’s top high-bay lighting solutions.

Patrick Sereg, Panasonic Canada’s regional sales manager for power
tools, explains the power and technology behind the company’s line of
professional-grade, battery-operated power tools. The tools use Ni-MH
(nickel-metal hydride) batteries (no cadmium) that boast a short, 65minute charging period. (Panasonic created the system with the experience it gained from developing inverter charger technology.) The result is
minimized charging time with maximum protection for the battery pack.

CONNECTING
WITH COPPER

Eaton Electrical Canada’s Tony Engler and
Shawn Campbell showed me what Eaton offers in
the way of products designed for IEC applications.
With globally rated contactors, starters, overload
relays, manual motor protectors and combination
motor controllers, XT is all about power control.
The range of applications and suitability for worldwide use call for a variety of operating voltages and
ratings as well as reliable AC and DC control options.
XT also dramatically reduces mounting and wiring
times by allowing standard components to be combined without using tools, quickly and error-free.

IS CONNECTING WITH
TRUST
There has never been a question of reliability when it
comes to copper-to-copper connectors in electrical
applications. The real question is how reliable are other
combinations of electrical connectors compared to all
copper connectors.
Powertech Labs were commissioned to perform an in-depth
study on aluminum-to-aluminum, aluminum-to-copper, and
copper-to-copper connectors. The photos shown here are
documented comparisons of these three combinations
before and after 2000 hours of intensive testing, which
included current burst testing. The copper-to-copper
connectors had the least corrosive build-up and
retained the highest electrical conductivity.
The study and its results are outlined in
our publication “Connecting with Copper
is Connecting with Trust”. Please contact
us for your copy and information on
electrical wire and cable seminars.
Copper to
Copper

Before
Testing

2000
Hours of
Testing

Aluminum to
Copper

Before
Testing

NSi Industries offers a range of electrical lugs, connectors and splices, including mechanical connectors,
compression connectors, split bolts, neutral and
grounding products, Mini-terminals, ConnectorBloks, modular power distribution blocks and the
Polaris family of pre-insulated connectors. Glenn
Morgan (photo top right) shows some of these
solutions to a show attendee while Rick Klug (above)
of Mackenzie Associates shows me the Polaris Blue,
which is suitable for connecting two wires inline and
is UL listed for direct burial in earth. It requires no
taping, compounds, heat shrink or cutting-to-size
in the field. NSi also offers cable ties, panel channel,
wire marking and a variety of tools and accessories.

Aluminum to
Aluminum

2000
Hours of
Testing

Before
Testing

2000
Hours of
Testing

CANADIAN COPPER & BRASS
DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Toll Free: 1-877-640-0946
Fax: 416-391-3823
E-mail: coppercanada@onramp.ca
Web site: www.coppercanada.ca
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Dorothy Tully-Petersen,
Ideal Industries (Canada)
Corp.’s director of sales
and marketing shows me
one of the company’s
hottest items: an industrial clamp meter featuring a TightSight display
at the bottom of the
unit that allows users to
view readings in dark,
bright or tight locations.
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Deborah Rushton (territory manager
Atlantic Region) and Melanie Toulmin
(marketing communications manager) of
Brady show off the Brady IDXpert labeller.
This easy-to-use hand-held unit offers more
than 100 labelling options. The Drop, Lock
& Go Smart Cartridge makes it easy to get
started, and it includes an AC adapter.

David Giles, regional sales manager (Canada)
for Power Measurement (a member of the
Schneider Electric family), poses with the
ION 7650, the newest intelligent metering
and control device. Next to him (right) stands
Kevin Boutilier. The ION 7650 offers many
enhancements including: high-resolution
sampling (for capturing fast transient disturbances), expanded onboard memory and
enhanced communications options.

John Pocino of Thomas Lighting
Canada, along with Martin
Neynens of NES Marketing, show
me a fixture from the Lumalier
family that uses what was originally military technology to combat
sicknesses such as TB and SARS.
The fixtures are primarily intended to protect the people who regularly work beneath them.

John Mathé and Brian Power of Techspan
describe Teck-Seal teck connectors with the
PowR-Lock System, which are designed to
form a watertight seal around teck armoured
cable and at the enclosure entry. Rated
NEMA 4 and IP65, the connectors are available in aluminum, nickel-plated aluminum
and stainless steel in 0.5-in. to 2-in. NPT
sizes. Teck-Seal connectors can be used in
and out of doors for both vertical and horizontal cable runs in wet or dry locations.

Skills Canada N.B. electrical wiring competition

After putting in a full day’s

For the first year, New Brunswick Community College work, a winner emerged: Chris

The Standard Products booth
rarely saw a moment of inactivity,
as show attendees made it a point
of stopping by the check out the
latest in lighting.

(NBCC) St. Andrews conducted its provincial skills competition in electrical wiring within the confines of MEET.
Working individually, six competitors went through a
series of electrical exercises involving panels, disconnect switches, EMT, PVC, GFI, and so on. At the end,
they were judged according to a number of criteria,
including: planning and interpretation of assignment;
measurements; installation; tool use; workmanship;
safety; and interpretation and application of the code.

INFO NO. 24
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Ross of St. Stephen, N.B.
(centre). Posing with him are
(left) Eldon Cumberland and
(right) Rick Mason, both electrical instructors at the NBCC
St. Andrews campus. Chris
went on to represent New
Brunswick at the Canadian
Skills Competition in Halifax.
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Kennedy
Electric appeal

rejected

By J. Stephen Tatrallyay

LIEN RIGHTS STILL AT RISK
s readers may be aware, Justice Killeen of the Superior
Court of Ontario issued a decision in November
2004 relating to the question of whether the installation of process automation equipment constituted an ‘improvement’ as defined in the Construction Lien
Act and was therefore lienable. The equipment in question—
stemming from the case of Kennedy Electric Ltd. v. Rumble
Automation Inc. and Dana Canada Inc.1—is complicated
robots created for the purpose of an automobile assembly line,
delivered to the site of the auto plant and bolted to the floor.
There was a considerable feeling in the electrical and
mechanical fields that this was a bad decision, so an appeal
was taken to the Divisional Court, which was finally heard
in February 2006. In a decision handed down in March by
a 2:1 majority, the Divisional Court upheld Killeen decision,
but with very strong dissent from Madam Justice Chapnik.
Although a notice of motion for leave to the Court of Appeal
has been filed, this decision should be treated—at least for
the time being—as good law in the province of Ontario. (It
may not apply in other jurisdictions.)
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The divisional outcome
At trial, Justice Killeen had referred to the Attorney
General’s Advisory Committee on the Draft Construction
Lien Act, and its 1982 report, which commented that
while the definition of ‘improvement’ in the act was a
broad one, it was drafted to make it clear that the lien created by the act applied “only in the case of the construction
and building repair industries.”
The majority of the Court of Appeal agreed with Killeen’s
decision, apparently on the basis that if the assembly line
were dismantled and removed from the premises, the land
and building that house the assembly line would be the same
as they had been before, which is not—strictly speaking—
accurate. The court stated that “the assembly line is all about
machinery and equipment” and has nothing to do with
“improvements” to the land and/or the buildings of
Rumble’s St. Mary’s plant.
Chapnik issued strong dissenting reasons, finding that
Killeen erred in his interpretation of relevant legislation
and his application of jurisprudence to the facts of this case.
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She begins by taking issue with the majority’s analysis that
the standard of review of Killeen’s decision was that of “palpable and overriding error”. Instead, Chapnik held that the
applicable standard is a more stringent one, closer to the
standard of correctness.
She held that Killeen’s interpretation of the law was not
tenable. In doing so she dealt with the decision in Hubert v.
Shinder2. In that case, laundry machinery installed in a
building was damaged by fire. Work and materials were supplied in the rehabilitation of the laundry machinery. Most of
the work was completed off the premises, and the work
completed onsite involved simply attaching the machinery to
existing water and sewage systems. There was no indication as
to whether or not the laundry machinery was attached to the
floor and there was no evidence in the report whatsoever as to
whether the building existed primarily as a laundry facility or
not. In addition, ‘improvement’ was not a defined term in the
1950s version of the New Brunswick Mechanics Lien Act.
Chapnik pointed out the following factors whereby
Kennedy factually differed from Hubert.
• The sheer size and bulk of the equipment involved.
• The fact that 3000 chemical anchors and anchor bolts were
used to physically attach the mezzanines and components
to the floor, an installation of a lighting system as well as
a layout plan involving marking out the floor with chalk
lines, paint and lasers.
• Kennedy connected the basic building services to the
assembly line to make it functional. This included the
securing six separate fluid power systems with fluid conveyance
piping to the floor, channeling 100,000 ft of pneumatic
and hydraulic piping to a compressor room, affixing
trays to the trusses, welding and hard-piping the argon
gas system with copper piping and even building a room
on one of the mezzanines in the assembly line to contain
control panels and computer stations for data collection.
On reviewing these facts, Chapnik held that Killeen’s bold
statement that the installation or repair of machinery used
in a business operated inside a building does not give rise to
lien rights was too broad. Chapnik explained that the Ontario
definition of improvement explicitly includes the removal of
a building, structure or works or part thereof. Clearly, when
the removal of a structure can constitute an improvement,
then permanence of attachment is not an essential feature.
Chapnik, J concluded that the trial judge was “stuck on
the proposition” that machinery in a plant used in the operation of a business is not lienable. She could not find any
support for Justice Killeen’s finding in the jurisprudence.
This was consistent not only with a number of more recent
Ontario decisions, but with various decisions from other
provinces throughout the century.
She held that Killeen placed undue emphasis on the
alleged “portability” of the assembly line components, pointing out that the evidence indicated that the cost to remove
them would be enormous (over $10 million) and the inten-
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CSA APPROVED

• Tough
(Rubber Armored and Drop Tested to 3ft.)

• Safe
(Live Voltage Warning/Lockout)

• Hands Free Operation
(Remote Probe)

1-800-297-9688
Available at Torbram Electric Supply
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EMT BUSHINGS

ONE-PIECE FIXTURE BOX FOR SIDING

C ABLE PROTECTION at its best!

Arlington’s boxes give you the fastest, easiest way
to install light fixtures and receptacles on siding!

• Fast & easy press-on installation
• Holds tight as cables are pulled

BOTH

• Protects cable from abrasion
• Can be substituted for costly fittings
when used just for wire

•
•
•
•

for 1/2" to 4"
EMT • Rigid • PVC

8081F & 8141F offer...

UV rated for long outdoor use
Textured, paintable finish
Installation before or after siding’s up
Ground clip for fixture installations

Listed for
Air Handling
Spaces

Arlington

800/233-4717 • www.aifittings.com

©2001 Arlington Industries, Inc.

© 2001, Rev 2003 Arlington Industries, Inc.

8141F

Patent
pending

VS

Fixture Box

Electrical Box

One-piece...
No extra cover
to lose or store

Two-pieces...
electrical cover
& box

For light fixtures

For light fixtures
& standard receptacles

Costs
20% Less

Both come with
NM Cable connector

than 8081F!

Arlington

800/233-4717 • www.aifittings.com
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w i t h t h i s L O W V O LTA G E B R A C K E T

TM

!
NEW

LVN1
w/ nails

• Lower cost than
extension rings

Low
Voltage
Mounting
Bracket

• Non-conductive

© 2003, Rev 2004 Arlington Industries, Inc.

Faster to install
than mud rings!

Patent
pending

GARD-N-POST

GPBK35B

• Eliminates pushback

Also available:
Screw-on LVS1
& LVS2 for steel

GARD-N-POST

TM

BOLLARD KIT

Just nail or screw
these brackets to a
wood or steel stud –
and you’re ready to
install low voltage
Class 2 wiring!

Arlington

Ground Clip for fixture installations
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NAIL DOWN the SAVINGS

2-gang LVN2

8081F

Arlington’s Gard-N-Post™
Bollard Kit is the low cost
answer to installing an
attractive bollard outdoors.
It’s perfect for wood decks,
concrete walkways, and
boat docks.And the square
pagoda light fixture
matches the shape of the
post, so it looks great too.
Back-to-back openings in
the post, and a low voltage
separator give you the
option of installing power
in one side, low voltage in
the other – or 110V devices
in both!
• Permanent, non-chipping
colors: Black and bronze
• Includes everything you
need to install the bollard,
except anchor bolts
and caulking!

ENCLOSURE
& SUPPORT

for OUTDOOR
FIXTURES & DEVICES
Arlington’s Gard-N-Posts™ offer the attractive, safe,
and easy way to install a light fixture and/or one or
two devices outdoors!
Low
voltage
separator

POWER

LOW
VOLTAGE

More convenient
than ever!
Use the supplied
separator
to install
power and
low voltage
outlets
outside,
in the
same post.

• Non-metallic, heavy-duty
UV rated plastic
• Heavy duty – resists damage
from lawn equipment
• No chipping or loss of color

#GP19B

• New stabilizer position –
post sits higher above ground
• GARD-N-POST – in a variety
of styles from 9" to 73" tall
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The LOOP™

LOW-COST
HANGER

for COMMUNICATIONS CABLE

Flexible and
non-metallic,
The LOOP
holds a 2" to 5"
diameter
bundle of CAT5
or fiber optic
cable without
sagging, bending
or damaging
the cable!

© 2001 Arlington Industries, Inc.

TL50
for a
5"diameter
bundle

Listed for air
handling spaces

Patented.
Other patents pending.

TL2.5
holds the same amount
of cable as a J-hook, at
2.5"
TL25

1/2 the COST!

5"
TL50

Pagoda light fixture
also sold separately
(GPP60B, GPP60BR).

2"
TL20

Arlington

800/233-4717 • www.aifittings.com
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UL Listed enclosure

Arlington

© 2005 Arlington Industries, Inc.

Patented.
Other
patents
pending.
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CSA listed with
grounding lugs

Arlington
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tion of the parties was that the equipment would remain in the
plaint for at least eight years. She pointed out that the documentary evidence between the parties showed that P221 project—including the building and the assembly line—was treated by all concerned as one total agreement. The factors to
which she referred included:
• the assembly line was included in the target agreement between
Dana and Ford;
• Dana issued its purchase orders to Stantec to design the building
and to Rumble to design the assembly line on the same date;
• whereas the building expansion involved an expenditure of
$7 million, the assembly line cost over $44 million;
• the building was designed and built specifically to
accommodate the assembly line;
• all parties, including Dana and Stantec, knew that the
purpose of the new building was to house the assembly line to
manufacture frames for the F150 trucks;
• although the construction of the building was substantially
complete when Kennedy and its subtrades began the installation
of the assembly line, there was a period of overlap with the
construction of the building; and
• Dana treated the assembly line, as well as the building in which
it is housed, as one profit point.

Finally, Chapnik considered the purpose of lien legislation,
which exists to ensure that owners of land do not exploit the labour of
those who have performed work on that land. She held that
Killeen had not fully considered that purpose, and if Kennedy were
not granted lien rights, Dana might well reap the benefit of millions of dollars from Kennedy’s labour without having any corresponding obligations to the persons whose labour created such
a large and profitable enterprise.

Notes
1. The facts of the case were summarized in Electrical Business
(August 2005), but here is a quick summation: Dana Canada Corp.,
under contract with Ford Motor Co., hired Rumble Automation
Inc. to design, build and install an assembly line for truck frames.
Rumble subcontracted a part of its work to Kennedy that, in turn,
hired various suppliers, installers, etc. A dispute arose between Rumble
and Kennedy; a dispute that ended with Kennedy liening the project.
2. Hubert v. Shinder, [1952] O.J. No. 23.
J. Stephen Tatrallyay is prominent Toronto lawyer specializing in construction
law. He is also a founding fellow of the Canadian College of Construction
Lawyers, and a frequent speaker and writer on legal matters in the construction industry.

ROCKSTAR® CONNECTIONS.
ROCK SOLID.
NEW ROCKSTAR

®

RECTANGULAR CONNECTION SERIES

■ Golf Tournament
British Columbia Electrical
Association (BCEA)
July 13
Visit www.bcea.bc.ca
■ Leadership Enhancement and
Development (LEAD) Conference
National Association
of Electrical Distributors (NAED)
July 27–30
Lake Tahoe, Calif.
Visit www.naed.org
■ Atlantic Region
Golf Tournament
Electro-Federation Canada (EFC)
August 17
Visit www.electrofed.com
■ Annual Federation Cup
Charity Golf Tournament
Electro-Federation Canada (EFC)
August 29
Visit www.electrofed.com
■ Canadian Electrical
Code 2006 Essentials
Canadian Standards
Association (CSA)
September 6–7, Mississauga, Ont.
September 25–26, Winnipeg
October 12–13, Edmonton
October 23–24, St. John’s
November 13–14, Calgary, Alta.
November 23–24, Vancouver
November 30–December 1, Halifax
Visit http://learningcentre.csa.ca
■ Design, Installation &
Maintenance of Electrical Equipment
in Hazardous Locations
Canadian Standards
Association (CSA)
September 11–12, Mississauga, Ont.
September 27–28, Winnipeg
October 25–26, St. John’s
November 9–10, Edmonton
November 27–28, Sarnia, Ont.
December 13–14, Vancouver, B.C.
Visit http://learningcentre.csa.ca

RockStar ® –Weidmuller’s complete range of rectangular connectors.
This is the superstar of connectors.
• Top quality materials and construction–heavy metal is standard
• Innovative alternative push-in technology
• Priced to rock
• One of the largest ranges on the market, in stock and ready to roll
Plug in. Rock on. Learn more at http://hdc-rockstar.weidmuller.com

■ Communications Systems & EMI
Canadian Standards
Association (CSA)
September 14, Mississauga, Ont.
October 3, Windsor, Ont.
November 7, Edmonton
December 5, Winnipeg
Visit http://learningcentre.csa.ca

Canada: e-mail: info1@weidmuller.ca
phone: 1-800-268-4080
www.weidmuller.ca
US: e-mail: info@weidmuller.com
phone: 1-800-849-9343
www.weidmuller.com
Mexico: e-mail: clientes@weidmuller.com.mx
phone: 01 222 2866246/47/48 ext. 103
www.weidmuller.com.mx
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■ Grounding & Bonding
of Electrical Equipment
Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
September 13, Mississauga, Ont.
October 2, Windsor, Ont.
November 8, Edmonton
December 6, Winnipeg
Visit http://learningcentre.csa.ca
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■ Static Grounding: One Spark, One Chance
Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
September 15, Mississauga, Ont.
October 6, London, Ont.
November 10, Hamilton, Ont.
December 15, Sarnia, Ont.
Visit http://learningcentre.csa.ca

■ Workplace Electrical Safety
Canadian Standards Association
CSA) and Industrial Accident
Prevention Association
(CSA and IAPA)
October 26–27, Toronto
Visit http://learningcentre.csa.ca

■ Electrical Safety Conference
Thomas A. Edison Institute
September 20–21, Toronto, Ont.
October 24-25, Calgary, Alta.
Visit www.taedisoninstitute.com
or call (847) 647-7226

■ Electrical Showcase 2006
British Columbia Electrical
Association (BCEA)
October 17
Prince George, B.C.
Visit www.bcea.bc.ca

■ Lighting Essentials
Sylvania Lightpoint® Course
November 20–21
Mississauga, Ont.
Visit www.sylvania.com,
and click on Learn Lighting
then Lightpoint

■ NEC/CEC: A Comparison
of Requirements
Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
September 20–21, Mississauga, Ont.
October 4–5, Windsor, Ont.
November 15–16, Calgary, Alta.
December 7–8, Winnipeg
December 11–12, Vancouver, B.C.
Visit http://learningcentre.csa.ca

■ Ottawa Day Conference
Electro-Federation Canada (EFC)
October 17-18
Visit www.electrofed.com

■ Ontario Christmas Reception
Electro-Federation Canada (EFC)
December 7
Visit www.electrofed.com

■ Annual Meeting &
Leadership Conference
National Electrical
Manufacturers Association (NEMA)
November 11-13
Visit www.nema.org

Want to se
YOUR EVEe
listed here? NT
S

end inform
ation to
acapkun@
clbmedia
.ca
or fax (90
5) 727-0
017
(give us a
t least th
ree
months le
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■ Sustainable Lighting
Solutions Workshop
Sylvania Lightpoint® Course
September 25–26
Mississauga, Ont.
Visit www.sylvania.com,
and click on Learn Lighting
then Lightpoint
■ Arc Flash: Measures for
Prevention and Control
Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
and Schneider Electric
September 28, Mississauga, Ont.
October 19, Calgary, Alta.
October 20, Vancouver, B.C.
November 3, St. John’s
Visit http://learningcentre.csa.ca
■ Annual Convention
National Electrical Contractors
Association (NECA)
October 8-10
www.necaconvention.org

It’s hip to
be square.

WILL BE

THERE!

■ Electrical Learning Expo
Alberta Electrical League (AEL)
October 17
Red Deer, Alta.
Visit www.elecleague.ab.ca

Quality and reliability for over 100 years.
With rugged design and proven performance
Square D AFCIs, GFCIs, circuit breakers
and loadcentres are the first choice of
electrical contractors.

■ InfraMation
FLIR Systems Inc. and ITC
October 23–27
Las Vegas, Nev.
Visit www.inframation.org
or call (800) 254-0632

Now featuring Robertson head screws.

www.schneider-electric.ca

■ Forum on Hydropower
Canadian Hydropower Association
October 26–27
Gatineau, Que.
Visit www.canhydropower.org
and click on Forum 2006
Schneider_7x10_EB_June06 1
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PRODUCTS FOR LIGHTING APPLICATIONS
750W pulse-start MH ballasts ▼
Universal’s P750ML5AC5M
Multi-5® ballast for 750W
pulse-start systems is the latest addition to its pulse-start
MH family of ballasts. It is
specifically designed for
applications where 1000W
MH ballasts have previously
been specified or installed.
The 750W system is suitable
for retrofitting 1000W MH
systems and promises that a power savings of up to 270W per
fixture is attainable. The P750ML5AC5M500K replacement
kit contains the capacitor, brackets, starter, and five-tap ballast
to make installation easy. The P750ML5AC5M ballast incorporates five input voltage taps (120/208/240/277/480) to
cover all possible lighting voltage applications. Multi-5 technology reduces inventory and eliminates the need to know the
operating voltage in a fixture prior to servicing or retrofitting.
101 Universal Lighting Technologies Inc.

Word of
mouth getting
you nowhere?

Architectural flexible
track and art glass
collection ▼
Halo’s new architectural
flexible track system
consists of a three-circuit,
hand-bendable
track along with five
completely new families
of creatively designed
lampholders and hand
glass-blown pendants.
Each pendant is handcrafted with distinctive
details, such as handshaped soft edges/lips,
and is available with a
variety of lamp types and wattages. They can be mounted
directly to the new flexible track system, existing Halo and
Halo Linea systems, or canopy-mounted directly to the ceiling.
102 Cooper Lighting

T12 retrofit solution ▼
Retrofit existing T12 fluorescent fixtures with energyefficient XL31 T8 fluorescent tubes and Optistart
electronic ballasts, which promise to capture up to
40% in energy savings without reducing light levels.
XL31/Optistart retrofit systems can increase tube life
from 20,000 hours to as much as 36,000 hours.
103 Standard Products

Expanded CFL line ▼
Four new CFLs have been added to SLi Lighting’s
range of products designed to replace incandescent
lamps in existing installations. The 11W and 15W
globe replaces 40W and 60W incandescent globes in
both residential and commercial applications. The
CFL reflector models include a 15W R30 size allowing an energy-saving retrofit of 65BR incandescent
reflectors, and a 20W R40 version designed to
replace higher wattage incandescent reflectors. Four
wattages of SLi’s CFL family have been redesigned to
better serve as direct replacements for standard A19
incandescent lights.
104 SLi Lighting

Newspaper
want ads let
you down?
HO high-bay fluorescent lights ▼
Juno Lighting Group, under its AccuLite brand,
introduced the T-Series™ high-bay fluorescent lights
featuring T5HO and T8 lamps for illuminating commercial, retail or industrial spaces. The series offers
two beam spreads: wide for open areas and narrow
for aisles. Both T5HO and T8 are offered with the
choice of three different reflectors. The standard
reflector is 95% enhanced specular aluminum. The
optional reflectors are 92% white aluminum or 86%
anodized aluminum. The T5HO is a premium programmed-start ballast, with a ballast factor of 1.0 and
case temperature rated for 90°C. The T8 features
good light output with a ballast factor of 1.15 to
1.20. All models can be surface mounted, as well as
suspended individually or in continuous rows.
105 Juno Lighting Inc. (subsidiary of Square D Co.)

Prismatic lighting technology ▼
Holophane’s ISD SuperGlass™ is the next generation of prismatic lighting technology. The company
has redesigned the prism and redefined the glass
manufacturing process to enable its reflectors to supply
more light, more efficiently. With ISD SuperGlass,
the company promises up to 28% more light than
the next best alternative and up to 59% energy savings. Holophane also boasts its ISD SuperGlass will
lower installation, maintenance and relamping costs,
and provide better lighting uniformity.
106 Holophane Canada Inc.
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PRODUCTS
Arc flash labels
and training aids
Brady offers stock
labels and training
aids meeting NFPA
requirements for field
marking switchboards,
panelboards, motor
control centres, etc.
The aids (poster, sign,
label, wallet card and
work permit) are
designed to promote
safe, compliant electrical work practices. The labels warn of both arc flash
and shock hazards and are available in a variety of
sizes, including a 2 x 4-in. designed to fit small spaces.
They are made of durable polyester with an overlaminate to withstand harsh environments, and come in
packs or cost-effective rolls. The adhesive sticks permanently to a range of surfaces.
107 Brady Corp.

High-performance,
compact timers

Heavy-duty rolling work bench ▲
Knaack’s Storagemaster® HD rolling work benches (six models) boast sturdy construction and the patented Watchman®
IV single-lock deadbolt system, which features a recessed lock
housing to prevent the use of bolt cutters, pry bars and hacksaws. The benches have a load capacity up to 2700 lb and a
drawer capacity up to 100 lb. For added durability, the shelving is permanently welded 12-ga steel, while both the worktop
and cabinet bottom are made of 7-ga steel. Heavy-duty 6-in.
caster wheel sets with brakes are also included.
110 Knaack Manufacturing Co.

Schneider Electric’s
Telemecanique Zelio
Time electronic timers
are designed for all
hard-wired, logic, automated systems complementing PLCs. (Wiring and timing diagrams are located on the relay side to facilitate installation.)
The ergonomic and configurable timers are available in three versions: modular RE11, industrial RE7 and panel-mounted RE48.
Three sizes are also available: 17.5-mm wide, 22.5-mm wide and
48-mm wide. RE11 times between 0.1 seconds and 100 hours, and
features single or multi-function ranges, and relay or solid-state
output. It is available with a screw or spring connection. Fitted with
seven time delay choices and LED indicators, the RE7 times up to
300 hours. This multi-voltage timer has two, 8A outputs (the second
of which is instantaneous or time delay), and can be externally controlled for start, partial stop and adjustment of time delay. Specifically
designed for integration into machines and equipment, the RE48
times from 0.02 seconds to 300 hours, and is suited for any
application requiring frequent cycle time adjustment or setting.
111 Schneider Electric Canada

Commercial/industrial plugs and connectors ▲
P&S unveiled its redesigned straight blade plug and
connector offering, featuring the commercial/industrial grade plug PS5266-X, which is part of the company’s EHU (extra hard use) products. The products
range in applications from residential and light commercial to indoor/outdoor industrial. The PS5266-X
plug is suitable for numerous applications, including
use with power tools, extension cords, heavy machinery and lighting. A two-piece cord grip with offset
jaws holds conductors in place for good termination
retention. A dust seal has been added to the cord grip
for contaminant protection, and P&S changed the
cord grip screw from a No. 6 to an 8, increasing
torque capabilities for installers using battery powered
and pneumatic drivers. Additional features include an
enclosed terminal, a durable, comfort-grip nylon
back body and single plane terminal screws.
108 Pass & Seymour/Legrand

Feature-rich contactor line ▲
Recognizing an increasing trend toward DC control
circuits, Moeller introduced a line of contactors with
a compact design and unique features. The new DIL
M contactors offer features that help take advantage
of DC’s flexibility while also offering performance in
AC control applications. Four compact frame sizes—
ranging from 7A to 150A—are included in the offering. In addition to sharing the same frame size as AC
contactors, DC units of 17A and above also feature
electronic drives that reduce pick-up and sealing consumption. DC units to 150A carry a built-in, highspeed suppressor circuit, eliminating the need for
purchasing and installing a separate external suppressor. Coil terminals are located on the front of the contactors to simplify wiring.
109 Moeller Electric Corp.
INFO NO. 50
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PRODUCTS
Industrial work
cart program

Inline portable GFCI

Milwaukee introduced the Trade
Titan™ program of
industrial work carts
and accessories. The
carts are constructed
of heavy-duty structural foam with steel
reinforced
decks,
withstanding rugged jobsites
and heavy payloads. With industrialgrade 6 x 2-in., non-marking rubber casters
and total-lock brakes, they also provide smooth,
quiet performance on institutional floors. Available in two configurations, Trade Titan™ carts provide organized storage for
all the tools, supplies and equipment you use. A 6-ft ladder can
be vertically stored on the front deck while still allowing the
cart to pass through a standard doorway.
112 Milwaukee Electric Tool Corp.

To ensure protection
against electrical shock,
McGill introduced a portable
in-line triple-tap GFCI with a manageable
two-foot cable and a durable design to
withstand tough environments. It is
120V/15A rated with a manual reset, making it suitable for use with up to three
power tools. It detects and shuts off dangerous electrical currents in less than 0.025
seconds. The SJT 12/3 AWG cable incorporates rugged NEMA 5-15 plugs on the
line side along with an
attached moulded T-head
power block of three
NEMA 5-15 receptacles
on the load end.
113 McGill Electrical
Product Group (EGS
Electrical Group)

Meter security devices ▲
To keep meters secure, Brooks UPG has expanded
its security device line with the I-3 and I-4 series of
stainless steel barrel locks to provide protection for
ring- and ringless-style meter sockets. The series feature unique, field-repairable keys and weather sealing
to protect against the elements, dirt and bugs. The
Click Ring is another new addition to Brooks’ hardened, security product line. The ring is suitable for
AMR deployment or contractor installation, as it can
be installed without a key.
114 Brooks (UPG) Utility Products Group (part
of the E.J. Brooks family)

Redesigned GFCIs exceed UL safety standards ▲
P&S has redesigned its GFCI product line to exceed
the requirements of UL 943, which will soon require
a GFCI to deny power when the receptacle face is
miswired, and either deny power or visually/audibly
indicate when ground fault protection is lost. With
P&S’ SafeLock Protection, GFCIs deny power in
either situation, and the GFCIs can survive 2000
surge test cycles: 100 times the UL standard.
115 Pass & Seymour/Legrand

Reflective smoke detector ▲

%'3 HAS A WORLD OF EXPERIENCE WHEN IT COMES TO
PROVIDING INNOVATIVE SAFE AND DURABLE ELECTRICAL SOLUTIONS
7ITH INTERNATIONAL CERTIlCATIONS AND OVER
  PRODUCTS INCLUDING INDUSTRIAL AND
HAZARDOUS LOCATION LIGHTING 0OWERTITE
PLUGS AND RECEPTACLES CABLE AND CONDUIT
CONNECTORS INDUSTRIAL POWER CONDITIONERS AND
MORE YOULL lND THE REAL WORLD SOLUTIONS YOU
NEED FOR THE MOST DEMANDING APPLICATIONS
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Designed to protect buildings with high ceilings and
open spaces, the Fireray Reflective smoke detector
combines an IR transmitter/receiver in a single unit
making installation simpler and faster. An IR beam is
projected onto a small, high-precision prismatic
reflector mounted on the opposite wall. The reflector
returns the beam to the transmitter/receiver unit,
where the signal is analyzed for smoke presence. An
optional low-level controller allows authorized personnel to carry out alarm tests from a convenient
location. Two detector versions are available for covering distances up to 165 ft and 330 ft. Correct
installation is ensured by a simple alignment aid:
coloured flashing LEDs indicate when the detector is
precisely aligned with the reflector.
116 Fire Fighting Enterprises Ltd.
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PRODUCTS
Invensys introduced a relay module that activates
signalling devices for both smoke and carbon
monoxide (CO) alarms. The Firex® 501 multifunctional relay module activates door closers, fans,
strobe lights and other devices to notify hearingimpaired people and other occupants that an alarm
has sounded. The device can be used to interface
with gas fireplaces, furnaces, water heaters and other
appliances and shut them down or operate fresh air
dampers in the event of a potential hazard. The
module can be used with Firex smoke/CO/combo
alarms, and can be interconnected with up to 18
compatible devices. The Firex® 252 hearingimpaired kit includes the 501 along with the 240strobe light. If multiple strobes are required for different areas, five additional 240-strobe lights can be
added to the original kit.
117 Invensys Controls (Invensys Group)

Schedule optimizer
Clevor’s Schedule Optimizer software delivers a
technical solution to the scheduling process, and can
be used by contractors, professional service firms,
manufacturers and maintenance departments. Clevor
promises the software improves productivity up to
30%, leading to improvements in customer service.
118 Clevor Technologies

Switch-rated plugs and receptacles facilitate LOTO

▲

Relay module for both smoke
and CO alarms

Meltric’s Decontactor series plugs and receptacles now facilitate compliance with LOTO requirements: only a lock and tag
are needed to ensure that a plug is properly locked out and
tagged out. A Decontactor’s lockout provision is integral to the
device—always available when you need it. This convenient
capability is just one of the safety features that make it easy to
change-out motors and other electrical equipment. Other safety features include: short-circuit ratings protecting users in
fault conditions up to 100 kA; safety shutter on receptacle that
prevents access to live parts to all but the correct mating plug;
and CSA switch ratings allowing the use of a Decontactor as a
‘line of sight’ disconnect for both branch circuit and motor circuit switching up to 200A or 60 hp.
121 Meltric Corp.
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Electrical Business is again putting out the call for Bluebook
information. The Bluebook is the most important and influential source guide
for the Canadian electrical landscape.

ok Don’t miss out, and don’t think this is someone else’s responsibility!
o
b
lue
B
To be included in the Bluebook 2007, visit Ebmag.com and use the online reporting form.
The

Introducing
Vacancy sensors ▲
Cooper’s new line of vacancy sensors handles incandescent, electronic/magnetic low-voltage, fluorescent and CFL loads up to 800W (no minimum
load). Vacancy-sensing wall switches use PIR (passive IR technology) to detect when a room becomes
vacant. Once the room is left unoccupied for a predetermined period, the light automatically turns off.
The sensors operate in a Manual On/Automatic Off
mode that turns the lights on only when desired by
pressing the touchplate on the face of the switch.
Once on, the lights remain on as long as someone is
in the room. A patented ‘grace’ timer lets an occupant reactivate the lights within 30 seconds of a
‘lights-out’ event with a simple wave of the hand
instead of pressing the touchplate.
119 Cooper Wiring Devices (div. of Cooper Industries)

Intelli Bid

Design Build
Estimating Software
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Calculate series segment voltage drops,
Article 220 services and feeders, fault current,
load calculations, conduit, box, wireway fill and
more! Current NEC tables in IntelliBid ensures that your electrical calculations are
precise. Calculate lighting levels and lamp
types based on room size, ceiling height and
wall color. No need to calculate then estimate... with ConEst IntelliBid for Design Build,
you design and estimate in one easy step!

Wireless-enabled power meter
Siemens® wireless module-enabled SmartSynch®
residential SmartMeter™ is a designed to function
on Global System for Mobile communication
(GSM) cellular networks. The electric meter transmits power status and usage data that could enable
power companies to eliminate estimated bills and
provide information more frequently to its customers. Resembling a traditional electric meter, it
uses public wireless networks for communication
between each SmartMeter and the SmartSynch
Transaction Management System (TMS) software
residing at a power company’s operations centre.
120 Siemens Communications Inc.

ConEst

®

Software Systems

800 . 662 .7687

www.conest.com

“Helping the Electrical Industry Take Off”
...since 1989

One Source One Solution
Estimating, design build, project
management and billing solutions for
electrical & data cabling contractors

INFO NO. 52
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More Options. More Brains.
More Brawn. Less Waste.

Sitelink™
Connect to the future with a revolutionary new versatile pole system.
Extruded aluminum poles that feature four self-contained dovetail
tracks & locking hardware for
mounting equipment. Integrated on
one pole: Luminaires, speakers, signals, signs, communication
systems, banners & cameras. It is
also designed to incorporate amenities including everything from trashcans, benches, newspaper stands
and more. Sitelinks system gives you
the ability to adjust continuously for
present and future needs.

BRADY's new handheld labelling system has
everything it takes to make you an
Identification Expert! The IDXPERT is the first
handheld cartridge based labelling system
that can print die-cut labels, self-laminating
labels and sleeves as well as continuous
tapes...You name it IDXPERT prints it!
Choose from two keyboard layouts, then
select from a wide range of label materials
engineered just for your application. That
includes wire and cable markers; panel, rack
and frame ID; facilities labels; and specialty
labels for labs and work spaces.

33
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Brady
Tel: 1-800-263-6179
Fax: 800-387-4935
www.bradycanada.com
Superior Flexible Conduits, A Canadian
owned and operated manufacturer of
metallic flexible conduits, prides itself
on being a company as flexible as its
products. Superior excels at workmanship and exemplary customer service,
offering standard and specialized
unique products for the electrical
industry. Find out more about our customized product line….
We invite you to contact us with your
inquiries and visit our website.

36

Superior
905-355-2959
www.superiorflex.com

Ruud Lighting Canada introduces a
sleek new dayform in the Aviator site
light. Great lines combine with terrific
full-cutoff performance. 7-year finish
warranty, 3-year electrical warranty!
Ruud Lighting Canada sells only to electrical and lighting distributors.

37
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Ty-Duct™ Wiring Duct and Accessories

Thomas & Betts Limited
450-347-5318
www.tnb-canada.com

STANDARD Products Inc.
1-(800) 361-6965 Dial option #1
marketing@standardpro.com
www.standardpro.com
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The RSi SX series is a family of modular high performance sensorless vector drives which feature the easiest
programming on the market today.
Standard are the Nema 1,12 enclosures, Modbus RTU (optional device
net, metasys communication), built in
DB resistor and a wide variety of
inputs and outputs.

41
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Thomas & Betts Limited
450-347-5318
www.tnb-canada.com

Hammond Manufacturing offers thousands of Industrial, Commercial and
Datacom enclosure solutions. We can
cross our products to other major suppliers and provide service and quality
second to none.
Email us today to request our full product catalog or visit our website for
more information.

44

Custom Armoring,
Jacketing and Special
Constructions:

Northern Cables Inc.
888-524-5050
info@northerncables.com
www.northerncables.com

Hammond Manufacturing
Tel: 519-822-2960
ebinfo@hammfg.com
www.hammfg.com

Wunpeece Duct Spacer
The Wunpeece Spacer is the ideal duct
spacer for all concrete encased duct
bank projects. The Wunpeece replaces
traditional base and intermediate duct
spacers. With its sturdy one piece construction and snap-in design, field
assembly is significantly reduced and
labor can be cut by as much as 50% on
installation. Additionally, with only one
item to order, inventory hassles are
eliminated.

Northern Cables Inc. provides custom
interlocked armor services on other
manufactured cores supplied by the
customer. The most common materials
for armor are aluminum or galvanized
steel. Choice of material thickness and
grade can vary depending on the physical properties required by the end user.
Other materials are available upon
request.

46

Benshaw Canada
Tel: 519-291-5112
Fax: 519-291-2595
www.benshaw.com

Industrial, Commercial &
Datacom Enclosures

An updated version of the Iberville®
Roughing-In Products catalogue is now
available. Technical catalogue includes
product information for the complete
range of Iberville roughing-in products
for the commercial and residential market including connectors, fittings, cable
and conduit accessories, and grounding
fittings and accessories. Catalogue
available on T&B web site or in printed
format.

EYE HALOGEN
The CHOICE in Halogen
How important is QUALITY?
When visually inspecting a halogen light bulb,
it is difficult to distinguish any difference in
quality. Poor quality becomes apparent only
during the operation. A low quality halogen
light bulb can damage your fixture and provide
substandard performance.
EYE Halogen lamps are Japanese
made lamps with the highest
quality standards.
For more information or to locate your local
distributor, please contact:

45

Pass & Seymour/Legrand
905-738-9195
www.passandseymour.com

Vantera Incorporated
1-866-353-2785
www.iplc.com

RSi SX Series

Iberville® Roughing-In Products

Discover Thomas & Betts’innovative new
Ty-Duct™ products – a total solution
for routing and concealing wiring in
control panels. Offered in a wide range
of widths and depths to accommodate
anything from the smallest wallmounted panel to the larger integrated
systems, Ty-Duct™ wiring duct is available in solid, wide slot, narrow slot and
round hole versions to meet capacity
and flexibility requirements. Catalogue
available on T&B web site or in printed
format.
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WALL BOX OCCUPANCY SENSORS
Pass & Seymour/Legrand offers
energy-efficient lighting with its
Wall Box Occupancy Sensor. This
commercial decorator product
offers automatic “on/off” functions
with a light level adjustment from
10 to 150 footcandles. A heavygauge, grounded strap and screw
terminations make installation quick
and easy. A durable, 2-level fresnel
lens gives the Sensor near- and farsighted abilities. Available in ivory,
light almond, white and gray.

Model 6300 was designed to perform
all of the necessary 3 phase power
measurements with selectable integration times. The internal nonvolatile memory is provided for nonstop recording of up to 10 days. This
model also accepts compact flash
memory cards is USB friendly, and
is designed to safety standard
IEC 61010-1 CAT III 600V.

RHC & Association
Tel: 905-828-6221
Fax: 905-828-6408
info@rhctest.com

Ruud Lighting Canada
1-800-473-1234
sales@ruud.ca
www.ruud.ca

Holophane Canada Inc.
905-707-5830
www.holophane.com

The Intelligent Parking Lot Controller is
a two-circuit "smart technology" electrical
outlet designed to deliver 65% in power savings for parking lot block-heater applications. The programmable on-board computer measures temperature to regulate power
flow and ensure starts at all temperatures.
Fast installation to varied junction boxes
makes retrofit easy and flexible. Durable
construction and 10 years in the field prove
99.8% reliability.

For catalog information on the Aviator
series and to get information on your
local Canadian agent for Ruud Lighting
please contact us.

Kyoritsu Compact Power
Meter

39
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47

Underground Devices Inc.
Call (800) 800-2118,
or visit www.udevices.com
for more information
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MARKETPLACE

WANTED

Let’s do

Molded Case Circuit Breakers. New & Used, All Brands.
Motor Control & MCC. Buckets in A&B, S.D. & W.H. & C.H.

Please call, email or fax Ralph Falvo with your list.

something

RAYLEW

FALVO ELECTRICAL SUPPLY LTD.

Always buying and selling used Generator sets
and power equipment

5838-87A St., Edmonton, Alberta
1-800-661-8892
780-466-8078 Fax 780-468-1181
email: rjf@falvo.com

Contact: Neil O. Lewis
Ph: 1-800-385-4421
Edmonton, Alberta
Email: neil@raylewpower.com
www.raylewpower.com

INFO NO. 55

INFO NO. 56

The Constructor / Res Wire Pro (RWP)
– Constructor Ladder Logic, Electrical Circuit & Control
– RWP: A New Standard for Residential Wiring
– PocketCAD: Take CAD With You
– Tutorial Software – Motor Control – CLX Trainer
– PLC w/ Logix Trainer and Logix Pro Simulator

new

POWER SYSTEMS INC.

MARKETPLACE

your source to
Over 18,000 coast
to coast distribution!

• buy or sell
• search for an employee
• advertise a course
• promote a product
• advertise a job opening

at great rates!
MARKETPLACE

YOUR MARKET… COVERED

Contact Bill Begin at 905-713-4335

Let’s cast a new light on
our buildings, homes and
workplaces. Let’s open
doors and open minds
through intelligent buildings
and systems. Let’s find
new ways to control,
secure and enhance our
daily life. Let’s prepare
for the coming years,
and together push
back the limits.
Schneider Electric is
the world leader in
automation and
electricity management.
Focused on innovation,
we constantly outperform
our markets. We employ
85 000 people in 130 countries.
For career opportunities visit
www.schneider-electric.ca

INFO NO. 57
INFO NO. 54
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Electrical Business is the ONLY
Canadian Electrical Publication
that targets the TOP 1000
Canadian Homebuilders as part
of its’ regular circulation

Electrical
usiness
!
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THE AUTHORITATIVE VOICE OF
CANADA’S ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY

your market…

HomeDepot_Half_EB_June06 1
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CODE FILE

Use of approved

Always

consult
the electrical inspection
authority in your
province/territory for more
specific interpretations.

equipment
E

ach jurisdiction sets its own requirements mandating the use of approved
equipment, either through a specific
regulation or one that refers to the Canadian
Electrical Code (CEC).
Canadians have adopted the third-party certification process to meet approval requirements. Should a concern arise regarding a
product not meeting a certain level of safety,
the third-party agency is contacted and a product incident report filed. Once the certification
agency has finished its investigation, and the
severity of the problem discerned, appropriate action is taken (i.e. a product recall).
CEC Rule 2-024 states: “Electrical equipment used in electrical installations within
the jurisdiction of the inspection department
shall be approved and shall be of a kind or
type and rating approved for the specific purpose for which it is to be employed.” All our
provinces and territories employ a variation
of this rule.
CEC also states that electrical equipment
is deemed approved when:
• it has been certified by an organization
accredited by the Standards Council of
Canada (SCC) in accordance with the
requirements of:
• CSA standards; or
• other recognized documents (where applicable CSA standards do not exist); or
• the regulatory authority.

Recognized certification and
field evaluation agencies
SCC accredits organizations according to
specific criteria, procedures and requirements to operate—on a continuing basis—
a certification program for electrical equipment. These organizations include:
• Canadian Standards Association (CSA)

• Entela
• Factory Mutual Approvals (FM)
• Intertek Testing Services (ETL and WH)
• MET Laboratories Inc. (MET)
• Omni Environmental Services Inc.
• QPS
• Quality Auditing Institute (QAI)
• TUV America
• TUV Rheinland
• Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (UL)
• Underwriters Laboratories

of Canada (ULC)
SCC also accredits inspection bodies to
perform field evaluation (a.k.a. “special
inspection”) services in accordance with
SPE-1000, Model Code for the Field
Evaluation of Electrical Equipment. These
organizations include:1
• Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
• Electrical Safety Authority (ESA)
• Entela
• Intertek Testing Services (ITS)
• QPS
• TUV America
• Underwriters Laboratories of Canada (ULC)

Electrical equipment approval
All electrical products must be approved by
either a certification agency or under a
field evaluation program. A label, which is
unique to each party, is applied to these
products—be they industrial robots, toasters, inverters, extension cords, etc.—to let
users know they meet the minimum safety
requirements of specific standards.
In addition to Rule 2-024, other CEC
rules—such as 10-406(5), 12-010(1) and
18-100 (to name but a few)—make reference to “approved for the purpose” or
“specifically approved for the purpose”.
These statements don’t intend to suggest

By Ted Olechna
that unapproved equipment is acceptable,
but rather that a very specific type of
approved equipment is to be used.

Exceptions
An exception to the above requirements is
for electrical equipment located on the load
side of overcurrent protection, transformers or current-limiting devices for Class 2 circuits. Rule 16-222 says that electrical equipment need only be acceptable (not approved)
for the particular application when operating at no more than 42.4V peak or DC.
Portable, fixed or decorative lighting units
with halogen, incandescent, fluorescent or
neon lights, electromedical equipment, and
equipment for hazardous locations supplied
from a Class 2 power supply require approval
on the whole unit—including the power
supply. The issues here are that heat produced by the bulb has to be in an enclosure
that can withstand that level of heat (meeting flammability requirements), while the
voltages present in some units could pose a
shock hazard.
However, decorative units employing
LEDs require only that the Class 2 power
supply be approved—not the LEDs.

What about the CE mark?
The CE mark is a generic icon used in the
European Union (EU). With it, a manufacturer declares his product meets the EU’s safety requirements. This mark is unrelated to the
requirements for product safety in Canada.

Reading someone else's copy
of Electrical Business?

Visit

EBmag.com
and click SUBSCRIBE!
Chances are you qualify
for a FREE SUBSCRIPTION.
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Questions and
answers compiled

Question 1

Answers ▼ ▼ ▼

by Ted Olechna

Where adequate ventilation is provided,
totally enclosed and gasketed lighting
may be used on the ceiling of a spray room.

to Code Conundrum

Legrand Canada • www.passandseymour.com . . 21 & 32
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Megger Ltd. • www.megger.com. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24

Tackle the

Code Conundrum...
if you dare
So, you think you know the electrical code, eh?
Well, we’ll soon find out if you’re an electrical code
junkie or downright code-clueless. Take a look at the
following questions and check your answers online at
www.ebmag.com, or in August’s Electrical Business.

Question 2
The power supply conductors or cable
run from the well head to a deep well
submersible pump installed in a well are
permitted to be Type SOW flexible cord.
a) True b) False

How did you do?

Question 3

3 of 3 – Not only are you smart, you love to show off.
1 of 3 – Your understanding of these questions is

What size of 90°C-rated copper conductor is required to supply a 150-hp, 600V
three-phase overhead crane motor with a
30-minute duty cycle?

not up to code.
2 of 3 – You’re pretty smart, but you still missed one.
0 of 3 – Did you come up with your answers by
playing Eenie, Meenie, Minie, Moe?
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a) #3

b) #2 c) #0

d) #2/0
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Q-1: A receptacle shall be provided in an organ loft.

a) True b) False

IPLC Vantera • www.iplc.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 & 32

Nexans Canada Inc. • www.nexans.ca . . . . . . . . . . . . FC

A: A) True. Rule 26-900, Installation of Electrically
Operated Pipe Organs. (2) A receptacle shall be
provided in the organ loft to facilitate the use of a
portable lamp.

Northern Cables Inc. • www.northerncables.com . . . . . 32

Q-2: When it comes to surface raceways, are joints
and splices permitted?

Ruud Lighting Canada • www.ruud.ca. . . . . . . . . . . . . 32

A: G) C and D. Rule 12-1610 Joints and Splices.
Joints and splices shall be permitted in surface
raceways having a removable cover that is accessible after installation and shall not fill the raceway
to more than 75% of its area at that point.

Southwire Co. • www.southwire.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

Q-3: How many receptacles are permitted to be
connected to branch circuit that supplies shore
power to boats at a marina?

Sylvania • www.SYLVANIA.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

A: B) 1. Rule 78-054 Branch Circuits. Each
receptacle that supplies shore power to boats shall
be supplied by an individual branch circuit that
supplies no other equipment.
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We Just Made
Cable Management
a Snap.
Kwikpath is a Plenum, Riser, and General Purpose
Raceway System designed to make the installation
and management of interior fiber optic and
communication cables fast, easy and worry-free.
No more building code compliance concerns.
No more abandoned cable challenges. Cable
installation and removal is now a snap.
Kwikpath raceways are available in 3/4" to 2"
sizes in convenient coil and reel lengths. And with
no special tools or equipment needed, our
patented snap-on fittings can easily join or
terminate raceway tubing.
Kwikpath is also the only raceway and fitting
combination that is available in all sizes. It is
approved as an integrated system.
So on your next cabling project, snap up
some Kwikpath raceways and fittings, and
you’ll be up and running in no time.
To find out more, visit us at
www.kwikpath.ipexinc.com

Without Kwikpath

With Kwikpath

Installing a totally integrated Kwikpath raceway
system will ensure your communications network
complies with the National Building Code of Canada
for the health and safety of building occupants.

www.kwikpath.ipexinc.com • Canada Toll Free: 1-866-473-9462
INFO NO. 59
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For more information,
contact your local
Thomas & Betts
sales representative.
Atlantic:
1-877-862-4357
Quebec:
1-800-465-1399
Ontario:
1-877-291-7771
Western:
Mid-West:
1-866-540-8220

• One-touch hotkeys create instant labels for wire wrapping,
terminal blocks, device covers, patch panels and labels in a series
• Symbols for commonly-used electrical and datacom applications
– ohm, ground, phone, data and fax
• Automatic 9 underline
• Five print sizes from extra small to extra large
• Horizontal and vertical print orientation
• Memory recalls last label and stores eight custom labels
• Battery Life Indicator warns if battery power is low
• Dual power source – AA batteries or AC adaptor

• Auto-shutoff saves battery life – shuts power off
after 5 minutes (if idle)
• Large display (2-line x 15 characters)
• Multiple line printing – four lines per label
• Backlit display for low-light conditions
• Barcode printing for Code 39 and 128 barcodes
• Durable/non-smearing thermal transfer technology
• Quality labels that stick and last – flexible nylon, permanent
polyester and heat-shrinkable labels available. Ideal for wire and
cable identification on curved, textured and highly-textured surfaces

Available at your local authorized T&B electrical distributor.

Alta:
1-888-664-5666
B.C.:
1-866-540-8220

Partex Marking Systems • Shrink-Kon ® • E-Z-Code ®
INFO NO. 60

